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Abstract
Climate warming has led to a need for improved estimates of aboveground carbon
accumulation (CA); in Ontario, this is particularly true for uneven-aged, mixedwood temperate
forests, where there remains high uncertainty. This study investigated the feasibility of using
LiDAR-derived tree lists to initialize a Growth and Yield (G&Y) model at the Petawawa
Research Forest (PRF) in eastern Ontario, Canada. We aimed to see if models based on LiDARderived estimates of tree attributes provide comparable predictions of aboveground CA in
complex temperate forests to those from inventory measurements.
Applying a local G&Y model (i.e., FVSOntario), we predicted aboveground carbon stock
(CS; tons/ha) and CA (tons/ha/yr) using recurring plot measurements from 2012-2016, FVS1.
We then used a suite of statistical predictors derived from LiDAR to predict stem density (SD),
stem diameter distribution (SDD), and basal area distribution (BA_dist) using an algorithm.
These data, along with measured species abundance, were used to construct tree lists and
initialize a second G&Y model (i.e., FVS2). Another G&Y model was tested using LiDARinitialized tree lists and Forest Resource Inventory (FRI) estimates of species abundance (i.e.,
FVS3). Models were validated using inventory data at years zero (2012) and four (2016).
The inventory-based model predicted equivalent CS at year four compared to validation
data at all size-class levels, while LiDAR-based models did not; however, models were
statistically dissimilar to validation data for CA. There was no significant difference between
LiDAR-based models using inventory and FRI species through a 9-year period at the plot level
(p<0.05), although forest type groupings were not always equivalent. We found equivalency of
inventory and photo-interpreted models for size classes ≥17 cm.
Our results demonstrate the importance of precise tree size information when initializing
G&Y models using LiDAR-derived estimates, the possibility of circumventing precise species
ii

abundance information when using G&Y models for CA, and that more work is needed on the
use of LiDAR to quantify individual tree measurements in G&Y models for accurate predictions
of CA. These results provide insight into techniques that can be applied regionally to quantify
and forecast CA changes in Ontario, and for more informed carbon mitigation strategies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research Context
It is clear that the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere is increasing
at an unprecedented rate, pushing the Earth’s energy balance towards a new extreme state
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2013; Boden et al., 2011; Bolin &
Bischof, 1970; Keeling et al., 1976; Hansen et al., 1988; Sawyer, 1972). The greenhouse effect, a
natural phenomenon that traps heat in the Earth’s atmosphere, is being perturbed by additional
anthropogenic CO2 emissions and thus rapidly increasing the rate of warming (Keeling et al.,
1976). Currently, the level of CO2 in the atmosphere is higher than at any other time in the past
20 million years (Tripati et al., 2009). One of the most significant contributors to enhanced
anthropogenic carbon emissions is land use and land cover change (LULCC). From 1990 to
2010, 12.5% of annual global CO2 emissions have been as a result of LULCC (Friedlingstein et
al., 2010). The carbon flux attributed to LULCC has also been cited as the most uncertain, as
actual estimates vary greatly (Houghton et al., 2012).
Cihlar et al. (2002) outline three main reasons for monitoring carbon pools and fluxes on
the Earth’s surface. Firstly, international and provincial/territorial negotiations and targets
require up-to-date and accurate reporting on the carbon cycle and the various processes affecting
it in order to inform policy initiatives. Secondly, there needs to be more understanding of the
carbon cycle itself, including uncertainties (i.e., in the context of processes and pools) and future
trajectories. Given that the dynamics of the global annual carbon budget are not yet fully
understood (e.g., the Missing Sink; Houghton 2007), this further highlights the need for
improved observations of terrestrial processes. And thirdly, sustainable resource management
depends on accurate and reliable inventories. This management imperative is augmented by

other environment-degrading processes (e.g., decreasing soil quality from salinization and
erosion) (Cihlar et al., 2002).
Monitoring the carbon cycle and storage requires both observations and modelling (Hese
et al., 2005). Observations characterize the contemporary state of key carbon cycle pools and
processes, while modelling allows for extrapolation of processes into the future. These two
approaches provide key information for the development of appropriate adaptation and
mitigation strategies (Boisvenue et al., 2016). Lefsky et al. (2005) also outline the importance of
accurate carbon storage estimates, to examine anthropogenic influence on the carbon cycle via
LULCC, and to monitor and evaluate mitigation strategies.
Forests represent the largest terrestrial carbon sink, removing more than 25% of annual
anthropogenic CO2 emissions (Pan et al., 2011). Monitoring and predicting the amount of carbon
stored in forests at the present time and in the future (i.e., carbon stocks and accumulation)
allows managers to better understand and manage this important component of the terrestrial
carbon cycle, potentially using forests to avoid the critical two degree warming threshold, at
which point the Earth system would experience further ecological catastrophe (IPCC, 2013).
Canada contains 9% of the world’s forests, the majority of which are managed (Natural
Resources Canada, 2016), highlighting the need for rigorous monitoring and prediction
procedures.
Contemporary rates of forest carbon accumulation in Canada have traditionally been
quantified using recurring tree plot measurements, typically on a 10-year cycle (Canadian Forest
Service, 2008; Houghton, 2005). These measurements can then be extrapolated to produce
estimates of future carbon accumulation using yield tables developed to quantify the typical
growth pattern of tree species in Canada. Future growth can then be estimated based on these
previous measurements (e.g., Plonski, 1971). Yield curves, regression equations quantifying
2

biomass over time, can be used to estimate individual tree growth in a stand at a particular time.
These equations also rely on these measurements, as well as other characteristics such as crown
class, site index, and trees per hectare (Sharma et al., 2008). Carbon stock is, on average, one
half of biomass dry-weight (Thomas & Martin, 2012) and can thus be extrapolated from these
estimates.
Forest growth can then be modelled empirically using the historical relationship between
forest age and biomass accumulation in a given forest region; these are referred to as growthand-yield models (G&Y; Colombo, 2008). These models may be species-specific, stand-specific,
or regional, and are used to project stand attributes, such as diameter-at-breast-height (DBH), to
a specified future time step. Growth is defined as the change in biomass (i.e., carbon stock) over
a given period, and yield is accumulated biomass from the time of stand establishment (Pretzsch,
2009). In some cases, soil attribute data are also factored into G&Y models (Vanclay, 2002).
G&Y data, however, reflect tree growth under past climate conditions. Derived yield tables are
further used to define harvestable wood during stand development (Pretzsch, 2010). For instance,
Forest Vegetation Simulator-Ontario (FVSOntario; Natural Resources Canada, 2008) has been
calibrated for use in Ontario-specific applications (Lacerte et al., 2004). Some differentiate
between G&Y as two separate but interchangeable modelling techniques, assigning yield models
specifically for static scenarios (e.g., plantations), and growth models for areas where, for
instance, management regimes change over time (Vanclay, 2002). Additionally, process-based
models such as TRIPLEX (Peng et al., 2002), which combine traditional G&Y models with
environmental data such as air temperature and soil moisture, allow for projections of carbon
stock estimates that can be fitted to various climate change scenarios (Peng et al., 2002). Many
other similar models have been developed and tested (Kurz et al., 2009; Landsberg & Gower,
1997; Mäkelä et al., 2000; Johnsen et al., 2001; Battaglia & Sands, 1998).
3

Plot measurements, used to develop G&Y models, are spatially discontinuous and require
multiple timeframes to complete measurements as they are relatively time-consuming and costly
to complete, resulting in mismatched collection times. They are not necessarily of the same
extent from one field season to the next, and are often under-sampled (Hese et al., 2005). These
issues present a large challenge when attempting to upscale plot-based data to larger areas
(Janssens et al., 2003). Process-based models can be suitable to large-scale simulations, but they
require more generalized parameter values that may lead to larger errors at finer scales
(Landsberg & Gower, 1997; Johnsen et al., 2001). There is a need for the application of more
precise G&Y models that are driven by more continuous data at the landscape-scale.
More recently, remote sensing has become an important tool in forest carbon monitoring
as surveys of forest biophysical properties can be conducted more frequently over larger areas,
offering a spatial and temporal dimension to forest monitoring not available using traditional
field methods (Wulder & Franklin, 2007; Myeong et al., 2006). These data can be combined with
forest G&Y models to estimate carbon accumulation in a spatially comprehensive manner
(Pretzsch, 2009; Chen et al., 2010). To date, however, few studies have explored the use of
remotely-sensed data linked to G&Y models to predict annual forest growth; instead, studies
focus on measurement intervals between two time periods, with measurement differences
representing growth (Tompalski et al., 2017). Some work has been done in other regions and
forest types outside of Ontario, focusing on the integration of LiDAR as a predictor of forest
stand diameter distributions (e.g., Tompalski et al., 2016), and in Ontario forest succession
classification to support forest inventories (van Ewijk et al., 2011).
Houghton (2005) presents a general argument for the application of remote sensing to
quantify forest carbon, albeit recognizing that field-based forest inventories are generally more
accurate than those derived from remotely-sensed measurements. However, in the northern
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hemisphere there is a gap in the spatial distribution of plots at a resolution compatible with
changes in land use and management; i.e., there are not enough plots being measured compared
with the large amount of land area. Therefore, the spatial extent of remotely-sensed data alone is
a useful contribution to carbon quantification. In addition, forests in the northern mid-latitudes
are not changing in area, for the most part, but are changing in the context of carbon
accumulation per unit area from activities such as logging and growth. As a result, there is an
implied need to monitor the changes in forest carbon accumulation at extents wider than plotbased inventories can capture. This is particularly true if these data are being used in, for
instance, reporting purposes on carbon offset projects.
Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS), also referred to as Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) represents one type of remotely-sensed data that can contribute to forest carbon
monitoring and modelling. LiDAR is an active remote sensing technology that typically
transmits near-infrared energy at a high pulse repetition frequency (Wulder et al., 2008) and
produces a three-dimensional distribution of vegetation in an area of interest based on the signal
return time, resulting in a ‘cloud’ of points where each point contains x, y, and z coordinates.
LiDAR is characterized by its mode of data collection, that is, how the laser returns to the system
are recorded; i.e., as either single or multiple returns per transmitted pulse of energy. Fullwaveform systems return a continuous waveform rather than single pulses along the spectrum
(Lim et al., 2003; Lefsky et al., 2002). LiDAR is thus well-suited for forestry applications,
especially for descriptions of vertical forest structure (White et al., 2016; Lefsky et al., 1999;
Wehr & Lohr 1999). Peterson et al. (2005) characterize LiDAR as a “proven method in deriving
many characteristics relevant to forest management” (Peterson et al, 2005, p. 194). LiDAR can
also be used to quantify DBH over a defined area to make for more efficient and spatially
extensive inputs to G&Y models.
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LiDAR-derived metrics that describe statistical properties of forest plots can be used to
estimate variables such as stem diameter distribution, stem density, and basal area distribution
(SDD; SD; BA_dist; Maltamo & Gobakken, 2014) over a given area. This can be done using
parametric Probability Density Functions (PDFs) which predict the distribution of SDD/SD in a
forest based on assumptions of normality, or non-parametric based algorithms such as Random
Forests (RF) to predict SDD, SD, and BA_dist (Shang et al., 2017). Using SDD and measures of
average diameter within bins, or coupled with predictions of BA, tree lists may be estimated and
used to initialize an accompanying G&Y model given accompanying species abundance
information, thereby producing estimates of carbon stocks and accumulation.

1.2 Research Rationale
In Canada, managed forests are a net sink for atmospheric CO2, with an average
accumulation of 50 Tg/C/y since 1998 (Stinson et al., 2011). In Ontario, 44% of forests are
managed, representing 2% of the world’s total forest resource. This 70.2-million-hectare total
area is comparable to the size of Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands combined (Chen et al.,
2010). From 1951-2006, Ontario also produced around 14% of Canada’s harvested wood
products, which also sequester carbon for a varying length of time (Chen et al., 2010). Ontario is
thus well-suited to manage forests to optimize carbon storage (Government of Ontario, 2014;
Chen et al., 2010).
Forest carbon accumulation is dependent in part on a forest’s unique structure. It was
often accepted that as a stand aged, it generally accumulated less carbon over time (Gower
McMurtrie, & Murty, 1996; Pregitzer & Euskirchen, 2004). Sources suggest that stands become
carbon neutral or even sources of carbon as they age (Natural Resources Canada, 2001) and
could be harvested in favour of young forest establishment in order to optimize carbon
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sequestration. However, recent work has shown that older stands on the biome level act as a
carbon sink, and thus remain important for monitoring and management (Luyssaert et al., 2008).
Natural disturbances also decrease a forest’s ability to sequester carbon as they increase tree
mortality and thus change the age-class structure of the forest (Chapi et al., 2002). However,
uneven-aged stands increase the difficulty of using parametric-based approaches for predicting
carbon accumulation as stands become more complex and their corresponding PDFs contain a
higher number of parameters and thus are more susceptible to error, leading recent studies to opt
for non-parametric techniques to estimate SDD as they do not rely on PDFs (Maltamo et al.,
2009; Packalén and Maltamo 2008; Peuhkurinen et al., 2008; Shang et al., 2017).
Another complication is quantifying carbon accumulation in multi-species, or
mixedwood, forest types. A recent study found that mixed-species stands could potentially
accumulate almost twice as much carbon from single-species stands when controlling for other
factors such as species composition and successional stages (Huang et al., 2018). These stands
are complex and do not follow a consistent or regular diameter distribution, thus making
parametric models prone to error (Shang et al., 2017). Given that 17% of Ontario’s forests are
considered mixedwood, it is imperative to develop better monitoring tools for this land resource.
In the most recent State of the Forests report, a total of 300,000 hectares of mixedwood forest
was harvested, or just under 2.3% of the total harvested forest in Ontario (Government of
Ontario, 2016). This proportion has been consistently increasing since 2003, as prior to this time
mixedwood was not considered for harvesting (Government of Ontario, 2016). Given that much
of Ontario is mixedwood forest and its use in harvesting is expanding, this provides excellent
reasoning for improving mixedwood carbon accumulation modelling.
The use of remote sensing data in forest G&Y modelling is expanding and has grown
considerably from early days (Bolton et al., 2018; White et al., 2016). Studies have used optical
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remote sensing to estimate biomass and biomass accumulation rates based on spectral properties
of forest canopies (e.g., Leboeuf et al., 2007). Other studies have used neural networks to predict
biomass (e.g., Foody et al., 2003). However, there are inherent problems with passive optical
sensors, including impacts of cloud cover and signal saturation at high biomass levels. LiDAR
avoids these problems, given that it is an active sensor that renders a full 3-D model of the
vegetation below (García et al., 2010), and can be used to quantify key stand-level properties
needed in G&Y models (e.g., Chasmer et al., 2008a; 2008b; 2008c).

1.3 Goal and Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to determine the utility of LiDAR-initialized G&Y models (i.e.,
FVSOntario) to predict spatially comprehensive aboveground carbon accumulation and stocks in a
mixedwood temperate forest; i.e., compared to predictions initialized by inventory data. To
achieve this goal, it is important to evaluate the ability of LiDAR to predict input variables for
tree lists, and determine the importance of precise species abundance data on G&Y carbon
accumulation projections.
Thus, the primary objectives of this research are to: 1) initialize a baseline G&Y model
(i.e., FVS1) using plot-based diameter-at-breast-height (DBH) measures and species abundance
data; 2) initialize a second G&Y model (i.e., FVS2) based on LiDAR-derived size-class DBH
estimates and plot-based species abundance data; 3) initialize a third growth model (i.e., FVS3),
using LiDAR-derived average size-class DBH in addition to Forest Resource Inventory (FRI) derived estimates of species abundance; and 4) evaluate estimates of predicted carbon
accumulation and stocks for the models.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 has given a broad background, as well as a rationale for the goals and
objectives of this study. Chapter 2 will present an in-depth review of literature supporting this
project, including traditional plot-based measurement techniques as well as remote sensing
approaches. Chapter 3 (in manuscript form) will outline the methodology, results and findings of
my research. Study site descriptions for the Petawawa Research Forest (PRF) as well as data
collection procedures will be described. Chapter 4 provides an overall discussion and the primary
conclusions of this research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The overwhelming majority of literature supports the notion that the release of
greenhouse gasses caused by anthropogenic activities play a significant role in global warming
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2013). The concentration of carbon
dioxide (CO2) is increasing in the atmosphere and enhancing the rate of warming, which will
cause severe and unavoidable impacts if the rate at which greenhouse gasses, especially CO2,
continue to increase (IPCC, 2013). Forests store in excess of 80% of all terrestrial aboveground
carbon (Jandl et al., 2007), but also have the capacity to either store or release large quantities
depending on the management regime applied (Liu et al., 2002). Thus, to mitigate climate
change, forests should be managed to sequester and accumulate carbon by adapting sustainable
forest management (SFM) practices (Brown et al., 1995). Many international initiatives exist to
support SFM, such as the Group on Earth Observations Global Forest Observations Initiative
(GEO GFOI), which aims to introduce and maintain remote observations to forest monitoring
systems in member countries (Boisvenue, 2016). Most developed nations have forest inventories
to conduct carbon estimation studies (Brown, 2002). National-level initiatives within Canada to
quantify carbon have also been extensively reported (Kurz et al., 1995; Kurz & Apps, 1999), and
to a smaller extent, provincial level (Chen et al., 2010; Kurz et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2002; Peng et
al., 2000; Sharma et al., 2008). These national and subnational inventories collect remeasurement
data for sampled locations, i.e., forest plots, to capture the extent, quantity, and condition of a
forest, usually by non-destructive sampling. These repeated measurements can be used to
identify trends over time and track carbon accumulation.
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Given that most of Canadian forest is managed, forest inventories are part of larger SFM
strategies in Canada and Ontario, where most forests are publicly owned and managed to be
multi-purpose (Wulder et al., 2008). Forest monitoring, scaled to the national level, is necessary
to participate in international climate change negotiations (Boisvenue et al., 2016). However,
these traditional plot-based measurements have limited spatial and temporal extent which makes
estimating carbon accumulation and other resources challenging, especially with increasingly
detailed and refined reporting requirements.
Much of the systematic inventory information collected to support Forest Resource
Inventories (FRIs) for managed forests in Canada is more than 20 years old (Bolton et al., 2018).
Current measurements of tree-level diameter-at-breast height (DBH) and species are needed to
support more precise carbon accumulation predictions as they are used for initializing forest
growth-and-yield (G&Y) models, which project growth to a user-defined future age (Brosofske
et al., 2014). However, conventional field campaigns to collect these and other inventory data are
time-consuming and expensive; therefore, attributes must be extrapolated using statistical
modelling techniques for a significant portion of the managed forest (Falkowski et al., 2010;
Köhl, 2004). Further, the same plots or forests are rarely revisited to measure the same variables,
given that they would have been harvested since the initial inventory. Foresters have called for
more precise and accurate information at the tree and stand level (Pitt & Pineau, 2009), in part
citing the need to inform climate change and carbon management strategies. One study suggested
that a broad range of forests may not have simple inverse relationships with yield and carbon
stored, i.e., thinning results in the highest yield of wood, but undisturbed forest contributes to the
greatest increase of carbon over the same time frame (Thornley & Cannell, 2000). In 2005, the
Canadian Forest Inventory Committee (CFIC) called for an overhaul of the traditional mosaicked
federal inventory approach to monitoring, calling out issues of data collection standards,
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frequency of data collection and stratification of plots by terrestrial ecozone (Gillis et al., 2005).
These are but a few challenges that could benefit from improved carbon monitoring techniques.
Remote sensors, which instantaneously capture data in a spatially complete manner, could be
used to enhance predictions of carbon accumulation, as has been demonstrated for other forest
variables (e.g., Lim et al., 2003; van Ewijk et al., 2011). The research presented here addresses
this gap by examining the Great-Lakes St. Lawrence Forest with recently collected remotelysensed data.
Approximately 30% of Ontario’s 70 million hectares of forest land is managed as
commercial forest (i.e., 21 million hectares) of which 200,000 ha are harvested annually (Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources [OMNR], 2011). Literature suggests that this would theoretically
deplete resources in the next 100 years if no replanting were to take place, emphasizing the need
to employ SFM (Sharma et al., 2008). Canada is already starting to integrate remotely-sensed
data products in addition to field measurements to manage these areas via the National Forest
Inventory (NFI; Gillis et al., 2005); this could be applied at the provincial level to improve
carbon management. Additional empirical G&Y monitoring programs are also being used for
management, and are becoming increasingly important in provincial inventories (Gillis et al.,
2005).

2.2 Mixedwood forests of the Great Lakes- St. Lawrence
There are varying definitions of what constitutes a mixedwood forest. In a boreal context,
mixedwood forest stands are defined as those having between 26% and 75% of the canopy in
softwoods (Penner, 2008); while others define it as those canopies where no more than 80% of a
single species comprises the total stand basal area (BA; MacDonald, 1995). At a landscape scale,
a mixedwood forest is simply one that contains stands dominated by different species, of which
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each stand may or may not be mixed (Cavard et al., 2011). This includes the study location in the
Great Lakes - St. Lawrence Lowlands, a temperate forest type which is dominated by
mixedwood and hardwood forests and is the second most species-rich forest type in Ontario
(OMNR, 2016; Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Overview of Great Lakes- St. Lawrence Lowlands, one of the four forest regions
within Ontario. Figure adapted from OMNR (2016).
Species mixtures have been reported to be more productive than single species stands in
similar site classes, for instance jack pine in a monoculture stand compared to a jack pine mix
with black spruce (Smith & Nigh, 1989; Zhang, Chen, & Reich, 2012; as cited in Penner, 2008).
In specific ecological contexts and developmental stages, it is also possible for mixtures of
shade-intolerant species and shade-tolerant species to have a higher productivity than singlespecies stands (Chen et al., 2003), with some studies quantifying productivity as being almost
double in mixed-species stands when controlling for all other variables, likely due to more
diverse resource partitioning (Huang et al., 2018). Ontario’s mixedwoods represent over one
billion cubic meters of gross total volume (GTV), comprise 25% of Ontario’s forest area, and
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have a mean annual increment of 2.0 m3/ha/yr (compared to all forests with average growth rates
of 1.5 m3/ha/yr); they represent a significant part of the Ontario forest estate (OMNR, 2002;
2005; Penner, 2008). However, these stands are not well represented by traditional inventory
data, given that information is generally recorded for leading species and has little to no
information on uneven-aged stand structure (Penner, 2008). More research on mixedwood
forests in Ontario can provide insights into provincial-scale carbon sequestration opportunities
utilizing enhanced forest management techniques.

2.3 Forest growth modelling
2.3.1 Empirical and process-based modelling of forest resources
Historically, forest resource information has come from plot-based mensuration data,
based on diameter at breast height (DBH) measured directly (Barbour, Burk, & Pitts, 1987;
Boisvenue et al., 2016; Wiersum, 1995). From these data, forest managers typically use
empirical G&Y models and allometric relationships to project stand-level biomass estimates into
the future (Avery & Burkhart, 2002; Penner, 2008). Typically, these projections can be made
until the rotation age is reached, which varies by climate (Tompalski et al., 2016). These
allometric equations are statistically derived growth curves based on previous tree growth
measurements, and apply to specific locations (Landsberg & Gower, 1997). Although widely
used in forestry, empirical models are strongly biased in that they are based on previous climatic
conditions, so growth estimates do not account for future changes in the biotic system, e.g.,
increased atmospheric CO2 concentration and temperatures (Landsberg & Gower, 1997).
Foresters typically use these models to examine alternative cultivation practices (Peng, 2000;
Vanclay, 2002).
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In contrast to G&Y models, researchers also use process-based and hybrid models (e.g.,
Peng, 2000) based on underlying processes of photosynthesis and carbon allocation (Mäkelä et
al., 2000; Pretzsch et al., 2015; Tompalski et al., 2016). These models derive growth by
predicting photosynthetic rates rather than simply projecting historical growth rates that vary by
site index (Härkönen et al., 2013). They often incorporate systems of equations, non-linear stand
table projections, Markov chains, matrix models, and artificial neural networks (Peng, 2000).
Thus, these models have the benefit of being able to account for varying climatic conditions in
the prediction of growth.
Empirical G&Y models are most often used for forest management regardless of the
potential limitations, simply because they require less parameterization and are less complex
(Landsberg & Gower, 1997). Various types of empirical models are used based on purpose and
available data, including whole-stand, size-class, and single-tree models, with whole-stand and
single-tree models being most common in Ontario (Landsberg & Gower, 1997; Penner, 2008;
Sharma et al., 2008). There is not a single generic G&Y model; they are as varied as the forests
they represent and are dependent on empirical data. These models are often limited in their
geographic scope, as the models vary by climate regime, species, and site quality (Vanclay,
2002).
Whole-stand models project some total stand variable (e.g., biomass) to a future time,
which can be difficult when details on size class or individual trees are required. Similarly,
single-tree models define each tree as the unit of measurement, also requiring a substantial level
of detail, i.e., information about each individual tree, referred to as a tree list. Size-class models
incorporate the two aforementioned models by using a DBH histogram (Figure 2.2), thereby
using information for stand structure as well as individual tree attributes (Pretzsch, 2009). These
histograms are commonly referred to as stem diameter distributions, measured in stems per
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hectare (SDD; Maltamo & Gobakken, 2014). Aggregated to plot level, this is referred to as stem
density (SD; Shang et al., 2017); weighted by area, this is referred to as basal area distribution
(BA_dist), measured in m2 per hectare.

Figure 2.2: Stem diameter distribution using plot reference data for a young field plot comprised
of Norway spruce (Picea abies) and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) compared against four separate
modelling techniques, where diameter class is plotted according to the frequency of trees within
that class for an individual plot. Figure from Gobakken & Naesset (2004).
Each model requires various stand attributes for initialization, such as species and site
quality, and commonly the number of stems per hectare (i.e., SD), average or mean dominant
height, and possibly taper functions (Landsberg & Gower, 1997). Site Index (SI) is one such
measure of site quality, generally defined as the height for a given DBH of the most dominant
tree in a plot at 50 years of age (Sharma et al., 2008). Alternatively, site class or top height may
be used to describe site quality (Pretzsch, 2009; Woods et al., 2011). In mixed stands, top height
is less effective as an indicator of site quality as stands are being thinned from the top of the trees
and increase stand complexity (Pretzsch, 2009).
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Growth and yield models have been applied to uneven-aged stands for many decades,
with work by de Licourt (1898) first noting the typical reverse J-curve (Figure 2.3) of unevenaged stands. This led to the introduction of the tree-level models for these types of forests
(Botkin et al., 1972; Bruner & Moser, 1973; Guan & Gertner; 1991; Hökkä & Groot, 1999;
Leak, 1964; Stage, 1973; Teck et al., 1996; see Peng, 2000 for exhaustive list). These stands tend
to convey a reverse J-shaped curve when plotted by age, corresponding to a drop in the number
of trees with age (Peng, 2000).

Figure 2.3: Generalized reverse J-curve stem diameter distribution, where stem number
decreases as diameter increases Figure from Lundqvist (2017).
2.3.2 Scaling estimates of growth to larger management areas
Scaling measurements of forest growth to larger areas to actual carbon accumulated is a
source of uncertainty and potential error. To directly measure how much carbon a given area
stores is a tedious process that requires the burning of finely ground biomass samples and
measuring the carbon dioxide released (West, 2009). These tests have concluded that on average,
50% of total biomass is carbon; there are small variations depending on species and part of tree
(Thomas & Martin, 2012). However, measuring carbon accumulated is not feasible using this
approach on a large scale. Additionally, decision-makers must evaluate future scenarios, and so
non-destructive methods that estimate and model growth in the future are used (Falkowski et al.,
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2010). Ensuring that the estimates of carbon accumulation from a G&Y model are accurate
remains a challenging task (Lacerte et al., 2004).

2.3.3 Gaps, advancements, and opportunities for Ontario G&Y modelling
Within Ontario, G&Y modelling has historically used growth curves based on the yield
tables developed by Walter Plonski in the 1950s, later converted to metric form (Plonski, 1974).
Major data sources for G&Y model development include the Ontario Permanent Sample Plot
network, the Forest Co-op Permanent Growth Plot Network, plot networks from Manitoba and
Quebec, and publications (Sharma et al., 2008). Sharma et al. (2008, p. 664) developed updated
G&Y models for Ontario, arguing their need “due to changes in legislation, policy, and the
planning process”, noting that earlier models were established in a limited geographic range, had
limited scope in regard to species and sites considered, and lacked replication.
Another key development of modern G&Y modelling in Ontario is the transition from
stratifying forests based on working group (i.e., Plonski), to ecologically derived forest units
(Sharma et al., 2008). Other developments have included addition of site index curves as well as
taper models and cull estimates by species (Carmean et al., 2001; OMNR 1978; Zakrzewski
1999). However, there are still gaps in the Ontario-specific G&Y modelling literature, where the
re-measurement of existing plots and establishment of new plots in previously unrecorded
conditions is required to develop, maintain, and validate the G&Y models developed (Sharma et
al., 2008).
Within the limited literature on mixedwood G&Y modelling, there still remains a greater
focus on boreal rather than temperate mixedwoods, despite the additional apparent lack of focus
on boreal mixedwoods, “boreal mixed-species stands have received little attention in the past as
most harvesting was focused on conifer-dominated stands” (Penner, 2008, p. 47). This study
argues that the availability of these conifer stands is quickly decreasing and thus modelling
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approaches for boreal mixedwoods need further development. Indeed, a brief web content
analysis (Krippendorff, 2004) searching the words, “Ontario mixedwood” on a well-known
journal indexing site (i.e., Google Scholar) results only in articles relating to, “northern Ontario”
and “Ontario boreal”, with no apparent mention of “temperate” or “Great-Lakes St. Lawrence”
in the first two result pages. In addition to this, Penner (2008) reiterates the need to evaluate new
Ontario-specific models that Plonski (1974) was unable to develop accurately for mixed-species,
multi-age stands; this problem is becoming more apparent as “an increasing proportion of the
wood supply in Ontario’s boreal forest is coming from mixedwood stands not covered by the
yield tables” (Penner, 2008, p.47). Growth equations for homogenous stands may not be suitable
for mixedwoods, as these equations have been developed for even-aged and mono-specific
stands, a key factor in not only boreal but also temperate mixedwood applications (Sharma et al.,
2008). This work addresses the outlined gap by exploring the application of G&Y models in
temperate forest mixedwood stands.
2.3.2.1 Forest Vegetation Simulator Ontario (FVSOntario)
Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS, Dixon, 2002; Wykoff et al., 1982) is an empirical
model that has been recently calibrated for use in Ontario and shows promise in uneven-aged
mixedwood modelling. FVS was based on the PROGNOSIS model (Stage 1973; Teck et al.,
1996) and has been widely applied for G&Y modelling of even, uneven, pure, and mixed stands
in the United States and British Columbia (Zumrawi et al., 2002). It is a single-tree, distanceindependent model. Forest Vegetation Simulator Ontario (stylized as FVSOntario) is based on the
Lake States (LS) variant of FVS (Bush & Brand, 1995). The LS variant was initially applied to
Ontario forests, however testing found that it under-predicted stand density, stand BA, and top
height, while over-predicting quadratic mean diameter; thus an Ontario-specific model was
developed, i.e., FVSOntario (Lacerte et al., 2004; Lacerte et al., 2008). Further modification and
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validation of the model in later studies using long-term permanent sample plots (n = 800,000
trees; >400 plots), from the Boreal and Great Lakes- St. Lawrence forest regions improved its
accuracy (Lacerte et al., 2006). Van Ewijk (2015) implemented FVSOntario for use in mixedwood
forests to see if growth curves could be generated from remotely-sensed Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) data, and found that generally, k-NN LiDAR-based predictions were not
sufficient for generating juvenile and adult tree lists for input into FVSOntario. The limitations of
using site index for uneven aged mixed stands in FVSOntario has often been noted, as the concept
itself is based on stand age. It has been proposed that a mix of mean annual temperature and
Forest Ecosystem Classification variables can act as a proxy for site index (Pokharel & Froese,
2009). Indeed, much of the work on FVSOntario has focused on model calibration and validation
with sparse application, and there is scant literature on G&Y models parameterized for Ontario
beyond FVSOntario. The Model Inventory and Support Tool (MIST; Penner 2009), developed for
use in Ontario G&Y, generates empirical yield curves rather than using a predefined set, but has
yet to be used in a substantial context (e.g., see Lennon et al., 2015, Marina & Thomas, 2012).
This work addresses that gap by utilizing LiDAR to to predict forest attributes used to initialize
FVSOntario for a temperate mixedwood forest in Ontario.

2.3.4 Difficulties with predicting belowground carbon accumulation
Although traditional plot-based measurements from forest inventories can be scaled up in
space and time using bookkeeping approaches (Houghton et al., 1999), there is a severe
limitation in that plot measurements only account for aboveground carbon, i.e., the economically
viable parts (Smith et al., 2008). It has been suggested that biomass equations and biomass
expansion factors be examined to explore the belowground carbon budget for whole-tree carbon
estimates; however, these can be extremely fine scale and region-specific, thus not appropriate
for coarser scales (Somogyi et al., 2007).
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Carbon accumulation in forest soils, a portion of the belowground component, has also
been modeled and can accumulate significant amounts of carbon (Jandl et al., 2007). However,
in-situ and process-based studies have concluded that rates of accumulation in soil are generally
small compared to biomass, as the rate of plant-derived carbon becoming stabilized in the soil is
minimal (Martin & Haider, 1986). This may be due to lack of understanding of carbon fluxes, or
a slower rate of accumulation, or simply due to the complexities of capturing the significant
spatial and temporal variability of soils (Jandl et al., 2007). Moreover, the remote sensing
technique applied in this thesis (i.e., LiDAR) is inherently restricted to aboveground biomass.

2.4. Developing predictions of tree lists for G&Y modelling
2.4.1 Parametric approaches to predicting SDD and the integration of LiDAR
It is well established that SDD can be estimated with statistical models; this approach can
be used in place of DBH measurements on the ground (Bailey & Dell, 1973). SDD is unimodal
in even-aged stands, so it is often reconstructed assuming a certain probability density function
(PDF; Maltamo & Gobakken, 2014). Early research involved finding and selecting the
appropriate distribution (Penner et al., 2015); the most familiar and frequently used being the
Weibull function (Poudel & Cao, 2013; Gobakken & Naesset, 2004; Maltamo, 1997), first
proposed by Bailey & Dell (1972). Most of the parametric functions found in the literature are
unimodal, but many forest size class distributions are irregular and thus not well represented by a
unimodal function (Penner et al., 2015). Multimodal approaches, which combine two or more
distribution functions, have been examined by Thomas et al. (2008) for mixedwood forests in the
Great Lakes - St. Lawrence region. They found high confidence in predicting Weibull
parameters from LiDAR data (R2 adj > 0.80 for many of the variables reported), suggesting that
finite mixture modelling (i.e., multiple distributions combined) is a valid approach to predicting
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SDD in mixedwood applications. They noted, however, the need for stratification in order to
apply this approach. Other studies have reported difficulties using parametric approaches for
SDD and note that these methods are likely insufficient for predicting highly irregular SDD
(Penner et al., 2015; Zhang & Liu, 2006). Most PDFs have been developed for boreal forests
(Maltamo & Gobakken, 2014; Penner et al., 2015), raising doubts as to whether they can be used
for complex uneven-aged stands (Shang et al., 2017). In particular, mixed and natural stands
have been found to have irregular SDDs (Bowling et al., 1989; Cao & Burkhart 1984). Thus,
alternatives to PDFs must be examined. A summary of the methods used in predicting Weibull
parameters can be found in Poudel & Cao (2013).
More recently, predictor variables derived from remote sensing data may improve
estimates of forest characteristics (Hudak et al., 2008). Many characteristics have been modelled
accurately from LiDAR-derived metrics via mathematical relationships, such as top height
(Andersen et al., 2006), average height, aboveground biomass (Zhao et al., 2009), BA, GTV,
gross merchantable volume (GMV), aboveground biomass and leaf area index (LAI), or a
combination of the above (Riaño et al., 2004; Woods et al., 2011). This is done using both
Individual Tree Crown (ITC) and area-based approaches (ABA; Maltamo & Gobakken, 2014).
However, ITC approaches are computationally intensive and generally poor at predicting SDD,
as they are prone to over- or under-segmentation of tree crowns (Maltamo et al., 2004; Spriggs et
al., 2017; Tompalski et al., 2016). LiDAR therefore offers new opportunities for SFM and has
been identified as in integral approach to the inventory process, as it has been used to impute tree
list information in FVSOntario (Gougeon & Leckie, 2003; Woods & Robinson, 2008; Wulder et al.,
2008). However, it remains a fairly recent addition to the inventory process, as OMNR did not
start using remotely-sensed data in its reports until 2001 (OMNR, 2011). Globally, LiDAR was
not integrated into any predictions of forest stand characteristics until 2002 (Naesset, 2002).
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Sampling point density is a significant parameter in LiDAR-based studies that could
significantly impact inventory costs. As a result, researchers have examined the importance of
point density for modelling forest inventory variables using an ABA. For instance, Treitz et al.
(2012) modelled forest inventory variables and found that a LiDAR sampling density of 0.5
pulses/m2 was adequate for predicting forest inventory variables across a range of diverse forest
conditions. Plot size (for variable calibration) is also an important factor, as field data collected
in smaller plots significantly affects prediction accuracy. Shang et al. (2016) recommended a
minimum plot size of 0.1 ha for modelling stem diameter distribution in a temperate mixedwood
forest, however studies often use smaller plots (e.g., Lindberg et al., 2010).
LiDAR-based SDD prediction is not very accurate compared to prediction of other
variables, like biomass (Shang et al., 2017). This is because multiple predictor variables are
required to initialize the regression (Packalén & Maltamo 2008; Penner et al. 2015); alternative
approaches using BA have been suggested as a means of improving accuracy (Gobakken &
Naesset, 2004). Another challenge is the complication of multiple input parameters to initialize
parametric models; some argue that this can increase error if using a parametric approach (Shang
et al., 2017). Thus, non-parametric approaches may be more suitable.

2.4.2 Investigations of non-parametric approaches to predicting SDD
Non-parametric approaches were introduced to SDD modelling to remove the problem of
collinearity between multiple predictor variables (Penner et al., 2013; Shang et al., 2017). They
are useful for heterogeneous stands as they do not rely on PDFs, thus do not assume a model
shape or form. Here it is noted that imputations are not the same as regressions; they are
generally calculated from a “reference” pool of data and contain a distance component (Hudak et
al., 2008). Studies have compared the accuracy of parametric versus non-parametric methods,
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generally finding that non-parametric models outperform parametric techniques (e.g., Maltamo
& Kangas, 1998; Maltamo et al., 2009; Penner et al., 2013).
k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN), a non-parametric algorithm based on distance-weighted
nearest-neighbour estimation, is the most popular of these approaches in the forestry literature
(Haara et al., 1997; Maltamo & Kangas, 1998). It is described by Maltamo & Gobakken (2014,
p.183) as a method that “provide(s) excellent possibilities for predicting diameter distributions”
and is described as one of the standard forestry attribute prediction techniques in a review paper
of forest attribute prediction strategies (Brosofske et al., 2014). Maltamo & Gobakken (2014)
describe the approach as imputing the SDD of target plots from field measured plots based on
their similarity, where similarity is measured by independent variables (e.g., stand attributes or
LiDAR-derived metrics). More generally, Maltamo & Kangas (1998) describe the approach as
predicting the variable of interest (i.e., SDD) as the weighted average of the values of the
neighbouring observations, where the neighbours are defined with the predictor variables. The
use of k-NN versus a probability distribution thus allows the output to be multimodal or
irregular, preventing a possible oversimplification of stand structure (Maltamo & Kangas, 1998).
The reference stands are used to characterize the stand condition; therefore, the algorithm is very
localized based on the size and availability of stands (Haara et al., 1997). The final SDD is
calculated as a moving average of the reference SDD. There are three major challenges in
imputation (specifically, nearest-neighbour) based approaches: (i) determining the type of
distance metric used for selecting neighbours; (ii) determining the number of neighbours to be
selected; and, (iii) the weighting of the neighbours (LeMay & Temesgen, 2005). k-NN is
commonly used in NFIs such as those in Finland, Sweden, the USA, and Canada (Beaudoin et
al., 2014; Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, 2017; Tomppo, 1990; Wilson et al.,
2013).
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The first non-parametric SDD prediction study by Haara et al. (1997) did not include
predictor variables from LiDAR. Packalén & Maltamo (2008) and Peuhkurinen et al. (2008)
were the first to use a non-parametric approach to model SDD using LiDAR, more specifically
using k-NN, where k is the choice of the number of neighbours for aggregation (Shang et al.,
2017). Compared to the Weibull method, Packalén & Maltamo (2008) found that k-NN methods
were superior; similarly, Peuhkurinen et al. (2008) found that a Minkowski distance variant of kNN was feasible for predicting SDD. There are other variations of the nearest neighbour
approach discussed in the literature, most notably of which is k-MSN, or k-Most Similar
Neighbour. Maltamo et al. (2006) as well as Packalén & Maltamo (2006) showed that k-MSN
was suitable for estimating mean stand characteristics from LiDAR. Shang et al. (2017) used
multiple types of k-NN to investigate stem diameter distributions, including Independent
Component Analysis (ICA), Most Similar Neighbour (MSN), Gradient Nearest Neighbour
(GNN), and Random Forest Proximity Matrix (RFPM); the study used a k range of 1-10 to test
the implication of various k values, however all variations were still found to be less accurate
than the Random Forests (RF) algorithm (see 2.4.2.1). Vauhkonen et al. (2010) found that a k
value of 2 to 4 was appropriate for MSN and RFPM-based models without increasing model
bias, however studies still tend to use mixed values without any proper justification (e.g., Penner
et al., 2015; Maltamo et al., 2009).
Haara et al. (1997) outline major limitations of the k-NN approach, including its
sensitivity to extreme values. For instance, the predicted aboveground biomass in Canada’s NFI
with k-NN greatly overestimated small values of aboveground biomass, and conversely
underestimated large values (Beaudoin et al., 2014). In general, root mean squared error (RMSE)
values were high and variable and were attributed to the nature of k-NN; i.e., RMSE% was
reported as 105% for the Boreal Cordillera, and similar percentages for other ecozones
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(Beaudoin et al., 2014). Often, predictions with a low sample of units are biased as there are no
neighbours in close proximity in the reference set (Magnussen et al., 2010). Haara et al. (1997)
add that it is very difficult to control the representativeness of the field plots used in estimation.
Haara et al. (1997) compared accuracy between parametric and non-parametric (Weibull and kNN) approaches using RMSE and found that the Weibull distribution was slightly more accurate
in most cases, albeit with a large bias when examining the extremes of SDD. With few ground
observations, k-NN approaches are less accurate, thus other non-parametric approaches (e.g., RF)
may be more appropriate.

2.4.2.1 Random Forests for SDD prediction
RF differs from imputation; i.e., it can generally be described as a classification approach
to prediction (Hudak et al., 2008). The RF algorithm was first introduced by Ho (1995), and
further developed by Breiman (2001). RF is a decision tree-based ensemble method, where each
tree is a collection of a random subset of predictor variables (Cutler et al., 2012). Hudak et al.
(2008) provides a description: RF iteratively and randomly samples variables to create a large
group (i.e., forest) of classification/regression trees (CARTs). Each continuous response variable
is first binned, and then classified with respect to the other response and predictor variables. This
results in classification ‘trees’, which are then linked to calculate how many terminal nodes
contain a given response variable, which identifies its nearest neighbours. This random subset of
variables is useful because it prevents overfitting. From determining how many times a variable
appears in the classification tree as one moves down the tree, the Gini index of variable
importance is established (Breiman et al., 2006). Further, the addition or removal of a variable as
it alters the mean squared error also provides a measure of accuracy (Liaw & Wiener, 2002).
Literature supports the application of RF for prediction of SDD, although there are very
few studies relating the two (Penner et al., 2015; Shang et al., 2017; Vauhkonen et al., 2010; Yu
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et al., 2011). A comprehensive review of predicting SDD using parametric and non-parametric
techniques published recently had no mention of RF (Maltamo & Gobakken, 2014) although at
least two studies had been published prior to this (Vauhkonen et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011).
Shang et al. (2017) used RF to model SDD in an uneven-aged mixedwood forest. The SDD
model was developed so that it could have groups of predictor variables locally optimized on a
per-size-class basis. Hudak et al. (2008) tested the predictive power of multiple imputation
methods to predict forest variables with LiDAR in a single-species forests. The best performing
method, RF, produced R2 values of 0.58 for predicted SD, and 0.61 for predicted BA across
plots.
Shang et al. (2017) compared the relative accuracy of k-NN and RF by using RMSE and
cross-validation. Specifically, two types of accuracy assessments are discussed by Shang et al.
(2017): those of size-class-specific SDD accuracy (i.e., the accuracy in different groups of stem
diameter) and an overall goodness-of-fit. Documented in Crookston & Finley (2008), size-classspecific SDD accuracy can be evaluated by calculating scaled root mean square distance
(sRMSD) for the values in each size class. Overall goodness-of-fit can be described using a
Balanced Error Index (BEI), novel in Shang et al. (2017), however similar to, and based on an
error index in Reynolds et al. (1988). Given the lack of research on using the RF algorithm in
SDD prediction (Shang et al., 2017), there is significant room for improving the current methods
and exploring various forest settings, making RF an ideal candidate for the question posed in this
study.

2.4.3 LiDAR-based metrics for prediction of SDD
Metrics derived from LiDAR data are used in k-NN or RF to predict and improve
estimates of SDD. They are typically classified as height-based and intensity-based (Chirici et
al., 2016; Shang et al., 2017). Mean height, maximum height, percentage of returns, variable
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kurtosis, are all frequently used (Hudak et al., 2008, Lim et al., 2003, Shang et al., 2017).
However, there are many new metrics constantly in development (e.g., Vertical Complexity
Index [VCI]; van Ewijk et al., 2011). Chirici et al. (2016) describe height-based metrics as those
derived from the LiDAR point cloud. Intensity metrics are described by Shang et al. (2017) as,
“the strength of the backscattered energy”, or the intensity as a percentage of the maximum
return pulse (Wehr & Lohr, 1999).
Intensity-based metrics are less common in the literature due to problems with calibrating
and interpreting the raw data (Morsdorf et al., 2010). The only substantial investigation into
using intensity-based metrics to model SDD is by Shang et al. (2017), however intensity metrics
have been incorporated into other forestry applications as they were useful for discriminating
among tree species and inventory variables (Donoghue et al., 2007; García et al. 2010). These
studies were among the first to show that both height and intensity-derived predictor variables
could be used to improve accuracy in biomass estimates. Morsdorf et al. (2010) and Korpela et
al. (2010) outline some key issues with attempting to use intensity-based metrics, namely that
unknown sensor specifications limit the ability to normalize intensity, the fuzzy distribution (i.e.,
non-delineated or mixed land cover) of vegetation reduces strength of the signal, as well as
various scanning ranges/angles affect the apparent value of intensity.
Given that there are dozens of variables derived from LiDAR, these predictive metrics
may be highly correlated with each other and explain the same variance in the output, thus
introducing bias into the model. Packalén et al. (2012) found that with LiDAR-based k-NN
predictions that predict a single (continuous) response, a RF-based variable selection procedure
based on node impurity was found to be the best method to reduce the number of predictor
metrics. This is an important challenge and consideration as the fewer variables there are, the
more variance may be attributed to a smaller number of key factors that influence SDD.
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Lindberg et al. (2010) used a combination of an Individual Tree Crown (ITC) coupled with an
ABA in a managed boreal forest but still had high RMSE for SD, suggesting that additional
predictor variables would increase accuracy. Other recent papers discuss imputation of LiDAR
metrics into process-based models (Taguchi et al., 2007; Landsberg & Waring, 1997; Härkönen
et al., 2013).

2.4.4 Linking LiDAR-derived tree lists and G&Y Models
Few studies have used LiDAR-derived tree lists as an input into G&Y models. Recent
work by Tompalski et al. (2016) provides the most recent linkage of LiDAR and G&Y models
using linear regression and template matching for the following variables: dominant height,
Lorey’s height, quadratic mean diameter, BA, whole stem volume, and stem density (SD). For
BA, a relative mean difference of 12% of the resulting G&Y model was achieved compared to
standard plot-data based projections, with a corresponding R2 of 0.48 for SD and 0.55 for BA.
These predictions were used to select a more appropriate G&Y equation for future estimates of
the aforementioned variables. Falkowski et al. (2010) looked at integrating LiDAR with FVS in
northeast Oregon using a k-NN approach, with an RMSE of 5 m2 /ha for BA, concluding that
LiDAR was feasible for FVS imputation. Tompalski et al. (2016) outline only two other known
examples of LiDAR-derived tree lists to G&Y models, however these are process-based and not
empirical (Härkönen et al., 2013; Taguchi et al., 2007). These studies primarily occur in
homogenous forests. Research investigating prediction of tree lists to initialize G&Y models, in
mixedwood forests is generally lacking.

2.5 Conclusions
The temperate mixedwood uneven-aged forest remains an understudied area for G&Y
modelling applications. Many approaches have been investigated for G&Y modelling in Ontario
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and beyond. In support of Ontario’s operational forest strategy, FVSOntario is routinely updated
and calibrated, which makes it a good candidate for investigating an integrated approach with
LiDAR-derived metrics for imputing tree lists to initialize this G&Y model. This would allow
for landscape-scale forest carbon accumulation estimates and provide opportunities for spatiallyexplicit application of SFM practices. Many algorithms can predict SDD using a suite of input
metrics from LiDAR. However, the selection of an appropriate method depends on the
characteristics of the forest and will affect the accuracy of the analysis; oftentimes SDD is
weighted by BA to improve predictions. Other considerations such as LiDAR point density are
less significant, and a high point density is not necessary to produce satisfactory results at the
plot or stand level. Studies have evaluated the viability of using a combination of parametric and
non-parametric approaches for modelling SDD for mixedwoods. It was found that nonparametric methods, particularly the RF algorithm, are becoming more common for modelling
inventory variables for uneven-aged stands, and typically outperform other models. RF in
particular is useful because it does not overfit input variables, whereas traditional parametric
approaches tend to become complex sets of equations and thus may introduce more error into the
model. There is still further research to be made with these modelling approaches, where
accurate and up to date as well as future projections of carbon accumulation are critical to
maintain an SFM system.
The research discussed in the following sections will expand on these topics. First, the
research will take place in a temperate mixedwood forest representative of the Great Lakes - St.
Lawrence Forest, which has not been covered extensively in previous LiDAR studies. The
uneven-aged forest provides an excellent context in which to test non-parametric methods, as
parametric modelling complexity would introduce significant uncertainty and error. Recent
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advances in LiDAR and statistical algorithms offer a new opportunity to improve estimates of
carbon accumulation in this area for broader climate change mitigation strategies.
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Chapter 3
Predicting carbon accumulation in temperate forests of Ontario using a
LiDAR-initialized growth-and-yield model
3.1 Abstract
Climate warming has led to an urgent need for improved estimates of carbon
accumulation in uneven-aged, mixed temperate forests, where there remains high uncertainty in
landscape-scale estimates. This study investigated the feasibility of using LiDAR-derived forest
attributes to initialize a Growth & Yield (G&Y) model (FVSOntario) in complex stands at the
Petawawa Research Forest (PRF) in eastern Ontario, Canada. We aimed to answer the following:
Can G&Y models based on LiDAR-derived forest attributes provide accurate predictions of
aboveground carbon accumulation in complex forests compared to traditional inventory-based
estimates?
Applying a local G&Y model (i.e., FVSOntario), we predicted aboveground carbon stock
(tons/ha) and accumulation (tons/ha/yr) using recurring plot measurements from 2012-2016,
FVS1. We then applied a suite of statistical predictors derived from LiDAR data to predict stem
density (SD), stem diameter distribution (SDD), and basal area distribution (BA_dist) using a
non-parametric algorithm. These data, along with measured species abundance, were used to
initialize a second G&Y model (FVS2). A third G&Y model was tested using LiDAR-initialized
tree lists and Forest Resource Inventory (FRI) estimates of species abundance (i.e., FVS3). A
final model using only BA_dist predictions and the mid-range of size-classes was tested to
investigate any model improvements without the inclusion of SDD (FVS3-2). Models were
validated using plot remeasurement data and the biomass equations from FVSOntario. The carbon
stock projections at 2016 from the inventory-based G&Y model (i.e., FVS1 projected) were
equivalent to validation carbon stocks measured in 2016 at all size-class levels (p<0.05), while
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LiDAR-based G&Y models were not. None of the models were equivalent to validation data for
accumulation (p>0.05). At the plot level, LiDAR-based predictions of carbon accumulation over
a 9-year period did not differ when using either inventory or photo-interpreted species
information (p<0.05). Using a constant mortality rate, we also found statistical equivalency of
inventory and photo-interpreted accumulation models for all size classes ≥17cm. These results
suggest that more precise information is needed on tree characteristics than we could derive from
LiDAR data, but that plot-level species information is not as critical for predictions of carbon
accumulation in mixed-species forests. Further work is needed on the use of LiDAR data to
quantify stand properties before this technique can be used to replace recurring plot
measurements to quantify carbon accumulation in these forests.

3.2 Introduction
Forests play a key role in the global carbon cycle, storing 80% of all terrestrial
aboveground carbon (Jandl et al., 2007) and contribute substantially to the total annual global
terrestrial carbon sink (3.0 ± 0.8 GtC/yr; Le Quéré et al., 2018), with recent estimates placing the
net global forest sink at 1.1 ± 0.8 GtC/yr (Pan et al., 2011). Sustainable forest management
(SFM) practices could be developed to enhance rates of carbon sequestration in forests (e.g.,
Scott et al., 2004). To account for the impact of SFM practices on rates of carbon storage over
large areas, spatially comprehensive techniques are needed to quantify carbon stocks (tons/ha)
and predict carbon stock changes (tons/ha/yr). This would allow forest managers to (i) make
more informed management decisions; and (ii) enhance the use of forests to limit the rate of
climate warming (Falkowski et al., 2010).
Predictions of aboveground forest carbon accumulation (i.e., tree growth) are often made
by applying statistical models of forest G&Y to plot-level inventory data (Vanclay, 2002). The
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key challenge is extrapolation of plot-level data over larger areas. Plot-scale forest inventories
often have limited point sampling, high cost, and limited personnel (Falkowski et al., 2010;
Köhl, 2004). These G&Y models may require inputs of tree-level diameter-at-breast height
(DBH), species, site quality, and other attributes to project future carbon accumulation
(Brosofske et al., 2014). To apply G&Y models over large areas, remote sensing methods would
be required to collect spatially-explicit (i.e., “wall-to-wall”) data that can be used to initialize
G&Y models. Spatially comprehensive estimates of biomass and growth would support SFM,
especially in complex forests with multiple tree ages (i.e., size classes) and species (Tompalski et
al., 2016).
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR; also referred to as Airborne Laser Scanning; ALS)
is an active remote sensing system that generates a 3-D point cloud from which statistical metrics
defining vertical and horizontal forest structure are derived (Lim et al., 2003a, White et al.,
2013). These metrics, which statistically describe the point cloud (e.g., percentiles, density), can
be used as independent variables to predict stem diameter distribution (SDD; i.e., the number of
stems/ha across a set of diameter size classes), stem density (SD; stems/ha for a given plot),
species abundance, and other attributes needed to initialize G&Y models (Hawbaker et al., 2010;
Tompalski et al., 2016; Shang et al., 2017). Studies that predict SDD from LiDAR have been
limited; this can be partially attributed to the low accuracy of predicting multiple response
variables which complicate model calibration and validation (Shang et al., 2017). SDD is thus
often weighted by BA due to the intrinsic quadratic relationship between DBH and BA (Gove &
Patil, 1998); BA distribution (BA_dist; i.e., the value of summed individual-tree BA in a
distributed range, e.g., size classes) gives greater importance to larger trees and improves
predictions, thus is often used in SDD studies (Gobakken & Naesset, 2004; Packalén &
Maltamo, 2008).
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Area-based approaches (ABAs) to quantify SDD and BA_dist using LiDAR metrics
include both parametric and non-parametric techniques. Parametric techniques assume that the
data conforms to a given Probability Density Function (PDF; Cao & Burkhart, 1984) such as the
Weibull distribution, which has been used extensively to predict SDD and BA_dist (Poudel &
Cao, 2013; Thomas et al., 2008). Some have alluded to predicting future growth based on
moderate success predicting SDD across a landscape using parametric approaches (e.g., Spriggs
et al., 2017). However, modelling of SDD and BA_dist in complex forests has proven to be more
challenging. As a result, non-parametric techniques such as k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) and
RF are becoming increasingly popular (Brosofske et al., 2014; Falkowski et al., 2010; Hudak et
al., 2008; Maltamo & Kangas, 1998). Non-parametric techniques offer the advantage of
identifying important variables using variable reduction techniques and eliminating those
variables with high collinearity, thus promoting them for LiDAR-based applications in complex
forests (Penner et al., 2013; Shang et al., 2017).
To date, the application of non-parametric approaches to create tree lists and project
G&Y models for carbon accumulation has been limited, and, to the best of our knowledge,
virtually non-existent in complex forests with mixed species and age structures (for the purposes
of this study, we defined tree lists as lists of species-assigned stem diameters for the number of
trees in a stand, excluding site class or height). Falkowski et al. (2010) used k-NN imputation to
parameterize Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS; Crookston & Dixon, 2005) over a large forested
area in Oregon, finding that k-NN exhibited higher accuracy for larger trees and concluded that
LiDAR could be used for spatially explicit BA_dist projections. Tompalski et al. (2018) used an
ABA approach to find the best matching yield curves compared to those generated by a locallyparameterized model. Others report predictions of single-tree attributes including SDD, but do
not compare projections of future growth (e.g., Shang et al., 2017, Vauhkonen et al., 2010).
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Many studies that have used the Random Forests (RF) non-parametric algorithm found it
stronger at predicting forest attributes than other non-parametric approaches, including k-NN
(Penner et al., 2015; Shang et al., 2017; Vauhkonen et al., 2010), however there remains no
consensus on a preferred model across conditions (Brosofske et al., 2014). Application of RF for
predicting forest attributes in complex stands (i.e., mixedwood, uneven-aged) is increasing given
it alleviates several challenges associated with parametric techniques, including: (i) the need for
significant a priori knowledge to properly parameterize models; (ii) collinearity between
predictors; and (iii) overfitting when a large number of predictor variables are used (Shang et al.,
2017). Whereas parametric models must be highly parameterized to predict complex SDDs and
often require forest type stratification to improve model accuracy, RF is not constrained by these
requirements (Penner et al., 2015; Pitt et al., 2014; Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012; Thomas et al.,
2008).
Predicting species abundance, a requirement in initializing many G&Y models, has also
proved to be challenging in mixedwood forests due to increased structural complexity, coupled
with the challenges of accurately normalizing LiDAR strength of return (i.e., intensity;
Kukkonen et al., 2019; White et al., 2016), although advances have been made (e.g., Yan &
Shaker, 2016; Yan & Shaker, 2018). However, the error associated with imprecise or inaccurate
characterization of species abundance on growth estimates remains unclear, as studies do not
typically compare any potential changes in accuracy in using inventory-derived species
abundance compared to predictions from LiDAR for G&Y models (e.g., Bollandsås et al., 2008;
Falkowski et al., 2010; Maltamo et al., 2004).
In general, predicting tree growth, specifically using ABAs, has a number of challenges
due to the need to disaggregate size class-level predictions to tree-level, apply this across a larger
area, and then impute or otherwise obtain species abundance. In this study, we tested the
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initialization of a LiDAR-derived G&Y model using average diameter tree lists combined with a
suite of G&Y model specifications and tests of different approaches to quantifying species
abundance. We used estimates of BA_dist and SDD/SD to initialize an individual tree-based
G&Y model (i.e., FVSOntario) to investigate the feasibility of modelling carbon accumulation (i.e.,
the difference in stock between years) in an uneven-aged, mixedwood forest (i.e., the Great
Lakes – St. Lawrence forest). Our objectives were: 1) initialize a baseline G&Y model (i.e.,
FVS1) using plot-based diameter-at-breast-height (DBH) measures and species abundance data;
2) initialize a second G&Y model (i.e., FVS2) based on LiDAR-derived size-class DBH
estimates and plot-based species abundance data; 3) initialize a third model (i.e., FVS3) using
LiDAR-derived size-class DBH estimates and species abundance data inferred from the Forest
Resource Inventory (FRI); 4) initialize a fourth model using BA_dist and median size-class
range values to evaluate the effect of modelling without SDD (i.e., FVS3-2), and 5) compare
predicted carbon accumulation for the different models to inventory-based estimates of carbon
accumulation. We compared stocks at model initialization to 2012 inventory validation data (i.e.,
FVS1), projected stocks for all the models after a four-year simulation to 2016 inventory
validation data, and further compared LiDAR model outputs at 2021. We also compared
accumulation at 2016, defined as the difference in stocks between 2012 and 2016 and
accumulation from 2012 to 2021 to investigate LiDAR-based model sensitivity. We compared
results across plots and size classes, across two different tree list construction methods for the
plot level (i.e., “average” and “aggregate”) and at two different mortality rates. We further
discuss our results in the context of five forest types that stratify plots and have implications for
forest management; Pine (PIN), Tolerant Hardwood (THW), Intolerant Hardwoods (INT),
Conifer Upland (CU), Conifer Lowland (CL), and Mixedwoods (MX).
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3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Overview
For Objective 1 (i.e., a baseline projection; FVS1), size class bins were defined as trees
with DBH ranging from: 8-17 cm (saplings), 17-26 cm (polewoods), 26-38 cm (small sawlogs),
and 38 cm and above (medium and above sawlogs). Number of individuals per size-class and
plot-level tree lists (by species) were extracted from 2012/13 inventory DBH and species
abundance data. For FVS2 (LiDAR-initialized tree lists and inventory-based species abundance),
input variables (i.e., SDD, SD, and BA_dist) were predicted from 2012 LiDAR data using a nonparametric algorithm (i.e., RF; Breiman, 2001) and independently optimized predictor variables.
Predictive accuracy for SDD, SD, and BA_dist were evaluated based on measures of accuracy:
R2, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), %bias, and Balanced Error Index (BEI; Shang et al.,
2017). To obtain tree lists, we divided estimates of BA_dist by SD (plot level) or SDD (sizeclass level) to obtain average diameter and number of stems per plot, combined with species
abundance from inventory measures. For Objective 3 (FVS3; LiDAR-initialized tree lists and
FRI species abundance), LiDAR-based DBH (FVS2) was combined with FRI-based species
proportions and used to create input tree lists. For objective 4, determining the sensitivity of
precise SDD predictions on model performance was tested by using mid-range DBH values for
each size class to construct tree lists, in conjunction with predicted BA_dist for estimates of SDD
and FRI-based species abundance (i.e., FVS3-2). Each model was then projected forward for
four years to predict carbon stocks at 2016, and accumulation (measured as the difference
between 2012 and 2016 stocks). Finally, for Objective 5, we evaluated equivalency in
accumulation and stock at multiple times using a regression-based equivalence test (i.e., the
Robinson test; Robinson et al., 2005). For stocks, we evaluated the inventory-based projections
against LiDAR-based models at 2012 and 2016, then we compared inventory and LiDAR-based
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projections to the 2016 inventory measures of stock. For accumulation at the 2016 mark, we
compared all projected models to accumulation derived from field data (i.e., field measured
differences in stock between 2016-2012). Similarity between carbon stocks and accumulation
was evaluated at 2012 and at 2016 based on accuracy (R), precision, rRMSE, sRMSD, and bias.
Measures of species influence (i.e., significant differences between FVS2 and FVS3/ FVS3-2)
were evaluated for 2016 and 2021 using the same regression-based equivalence test. Lastly, the
same test was applied for carbon accumulation and stocks at 2021 (i.e., year nine) to determine if
there were any longer-term stabilization effects on LiDAR-based model predictions.

3.3.2 Study Area
The Petawawa Research Forest (PRF; 45°59'52.0"N, 77°25'39.6"W) is the oldest of two
National Research Forests in Canada (Natural Resources Canada, n.d.; Figure 3.1). PRF was
established in 1918 to experiment with forest management practices for the Great Lakes - St.
Lawrence Forest Region (GLSL). Located in eastern Ontario, it is 100 km2 in size and has a
mean annual precipitation and temperature of 859 mm and 5.6 °C respectively (Government of
Canada, 2017a; 2017b). The area lies on the lower reaches of the Precambrian Shield and is
strongly influenced by glaciation and post-glacial outwashing, ranging in elevation from 140 to
280 m above sea level. The terrain is one of sandy plains; imposing hills and shallow, sandy
soils, as well as bedrock outcrops; or gently rolling hills and deep loamy sand with boulders
(Treitz et al., 2012).
The GLSL is considered a transition zone between the northern boreal forests and
southern deciduous forests (Wetzel et al., 2011). The GLSL region experiences natural
disturbances such as fire and downbursts/windthrow at intermediate frequency. Other
disturbances impacting forest structure include land use change, insect outbreaks and fire
suppression (Wetzel et al., 2011). Percentage species composition at PRF include 32% white
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pine (Pinus strobus), 23% trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides), 11% oak (Quercus spp.), 10%
red pine (Pinus resinosa), 8% white birch (Betula papyrifera), 5% maple (Acer spp.), 5% white
spruce (Picea glauca), 4% other conifers, and 2% other hardwoods (Place, 2002; Wetzel et al.,
2011). Various silvicultural practices, including shelterwood harvesting, thinning, competition
control (i.e., removal of excess trees), tree planting and scarification regeneration also influence
present and future forest stand structure in parts of the forest (Wetzel et al., 2011; Carleton,
2003).

Figure 3.1: Petawawa Research Forest location in Ontario, Canada (45°59'52.0"N,
77°25'39.6"W) and plot locations.
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3.3.3 FVSOntario
Forest Vegetation Simulator Ontario (FVSOntario; version 3.03.0006) is an empirical,
single-tree, G&Y model parameterized for the climate and species types of Ontario (Lacerte et
al., 2006; Woods & Robinson, 2008). In the 1990s, suitable G&Y models were being considered
for Ontario’s G&Y Program that would predict tree and stand growth better than traditional stand
tables (i.e., Plonski, 1974). Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS; Crookston & Dixon, 2005) was
identified as a potential fit as it was able to account for a range of silvicultural treatments,
species, and forest conditions; while meeting additional criteria as outlined in Woods &
Robinson (2008). Results of model evaluation of the FVS US Lake States (LS) variant indicated
poor representation of growth for Ontario-specific scenarios (Lacerte et al., 2004). FVSOntario was
consequently developed based on multiple calibration and validation efforts within the Boreal
and Great Lakes - St. Lawrence forest regions in combination with the British Columbia variant
(PrognosisBC) user interface (Lacerte et al., 2006; Woods & Penner, 2007; Woods & Robinson,
2008).
FVSOntario contains an extension based on the US Fire and Fuels extension (FFE; Rebain
et al., 2016) that uses individual tree lists as input and converts DBH measurements to estimates
of carbon stock (metric tons/ ha) using species-specific biomass conversion equations developed
by Jenkins et al. (2003). See Appendix 5.1 for additional detail on importing tree lists into
FVSOntario, details on file conversion, and the batch process (McVittie, 2018) that ran the FFE
extension used to calculate estimates of carbon stocks. For model initialization, species alpha
codes from FRI data were changed to be consistent with FVS alpha codes. A list of complete tree
counts within the inventory data is listed in Appendix 5.1.
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3.3.4 Field Data Collection
Tree mensuration data were collected for 75 circular plots (radius = 14.1 m; area = 625
m2) during the summers of 2012/2013 with re-measurement in 2016/2017 as part of this study
(Penner & Woods, 2015; van Ewijk et al., 2019). Plots were selected using a stratified random
sampling design; i.e., stands were selected randomly within 15 previously identified forest type
strata. Plot centre locations were recorded using an SX Blue II GPS (UTM NAD83 Zone 18).
Mensuration data were collected for all trees with DBH ≥ 8 cm whose centres were within the
radius of the plot. Plot-level data included overall stand description (coniferous plantation,
natural-deciduous canopy, natural-pine dominated canopy, or natural-mixed complex canopy),
origin (natural/planted), and development stage/canopy layering (stem exclusion, understory reinitiation, and old-growth). Tree-level data included DBH, species, status (live, dead, live
veteran, or removed), origin (natural, planted, layering, coppice, or unknown), crown class
(intermediate, co-dominant, dominant, emergent/veteran, suppressed, and anomaly), health class
(healthy, minor defoliation, major defoliation, or complete defoliation), tree height for a subset
of trees (height to live foliage and total tree), and decay class (1- branches still present, 5- bark
completely off and no branches) for standing dead trees. Base of live crown and total tree heights
were recorded for a selection of dominant and co-dominant species using a Vertex™ hypsometer
(Långsele, Sweden). Each tree in the resulting calibration data was then manually inspected for
abnormal growth patterns. A small number of trees had negative diameter increment in our data,
however these decreases were only attributed to dying or decayed trees and were thus included in
measurements (Agee & Huff, 1987). BA_dist and SD/SDD were derived from the field data,
shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics for Petawawa Research Forest (n=75; brackets indicate second
smallest value)
Forest Stand Attribute

Average

Min

Max

Standard
Deviation

BA_dist (m2/ha)

28.79

1.85

59.98

13.43

BA_dist Medium and above sawlogs (m2/ha)

10.00

0(1.87)

49.30

12.25

BA_dist Small sawlogs (m2/ha)

6.49

0 (0.87)

20.48

5.74

BA_dist Polewoods (m2/ha)

6.43

0 (0.40)

20.67

5.34

BA_dist Saplings (m2/ha)

5.86

0 (0.19)

19.54

4.26

SD (stems/ha)

810.45

32

1936

415.40

SDD Medium and above sawlogs (stems/ha)

50.13

0 (16)

208

56.06

SDD Small sawlogs (stems/ha)

83.20

0 (16)

256

72.17

SDD Polewoods (stems/ha)

188.37

0 (16)

704

161.64

SDD Saplings (stems/ha)

488.75

0 (16)

1936

365.77

3.3.5 LiDAR Data Collection and Processing
LiDAR data were collected by Leading Edge Geomatics (Oromocto, NB) on August 1720, 2012 using the Riegl Q680i sensor with a horizontal accuracy of ~0.18 m RMSE over an
average flying height of 725 m a.g.l. The sensor collected data in the shortwave infrared (SWIR;
1550 nm) and possessed an average sampling density of 11.9 pulses/m2. In order to create
LiDAR response variables to predict SDD, SD, and BA_dist, the LiDAR data were first heightnormalized using the open-access Fusion software package v.3.7 (McGaughey, 2018). Tree
height was normalized to above-ground-level by removing elevation using the vendor-provided
0.5 m spatial resolution digital elevation model (DEM). A list of plot locations is provided in
Appendix 5.2. For further detail on LiDAR preprocessing steps see Appendix 5.3.
A standard suite of predictive metrics describing height and intensity were generated for
each of the 75 plots using the metrics generated by the rLiDAR package in R (Silva et al., 2017;
R Core Team, 2018; Appendix 5.3). Based on all returns, metrics included the proportion of first
and all returns, percentiles, statistical descriptors of central tendency for height and intensity
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(e.g., mean, mode), spread (e.g., skewness, kurtosis), and descriptors of canopy versus noncanopy hits. Intensity-based metrics were included to enhance the potential for characterizing
SDD (Shang et al., 2017). Typically, intensity normalization requires a priori knowledge of
return-scale observed range (Luzum et al., 2004; Shang et al., 2017). Although intensity could
not be normalized as range information was not provided by the vendor, previous studies have
suggested non-normalized intensity metrics may be useful predictors in modelling SDD (Shang
et al., 2017), although normalization could improve predictive accuracy (Yan et al., 2012;
Donoghue et al. 2007; as cited in Shang et al., 2017). Following the recommendation of White et
al. (2013), all metrics were generated using a 1.37 m minimum height threshold (i.e., the minht
parameter). Returns below this threshold were excluded. A minimum canopy threshold of 2 m
was also set to represent the lower portion of the canopy for canopy-specific metrics (i.e., the
above parameter; Shi et al., 2018).

3.3.6 Growth Modelling
3.3.6.1 SDD, SD, and BA_dist prediction
Individual tree measurements of DBH were placed into discrete size classes (i.e., SDD),
similar to the operational forest management classes as outlined in Shang et al. (2017; Table 3.2;
Appendix 5.4). Prediction within these size classes provides relevant harvesting information to
inform forest management strategies. The large and extra-large sawlog classes were grouped into
a ‘Medium and above’ class to better represent the low relative total BA_dist in these size
classes; these classes are generally reserved for more productive forests (Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources [OMNR], 2004).
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Table 3.2: Diameter Class Bins
Minimum Value DBH (cm)

Diameter Class

8.00

Sapling

17.01

Polewood

26.01

Small Sawlog

38.01

Medium and Above Sawlog

We then calculated individual tree BA (m2/ha) by converting measures of DBH (modified
from Lim et al., 2003b; Equation 1; Appendix 5.4).
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 =

(𝜋(𝐷𝐵𝐻)2 /40,000)
0.0625

(1)

BA_dist was calculated by aggregating individual tree BA to the appropriate size classes
(Appendix 5.4).
The R package randomForest (Breiman et al., 2018; Breiman, 2001) was used to predict
SDD, SD, and BA_dist, based on the predictor variables derived from LiDAR. RF iteratively and
randomly samples variables to create a large group (i.e., forest) of classification and regression
trees (CARTs; Hudak et al., 2008). Although RF is resistant to overfitting as each tree is
independent, it has been shown to prefer selecting correlated variables (Strobl et al., 2008;
Nicodemus & Malley; 2009). Many different selection algorithms have been developed for
identifying important metrics within RF (see Degenhardt et al., 2017). Here we used an
automated variable reduction procedure based on the R package VSURF (Appendix 5.4; Genuer
et al., 2018; Næsset, 2002). RF was run iteratively ten times with random starting seed values to
test the model’s stability and identify important predictors of size class-level BA_dist, SD, and
SDD (Appendix 5.4; Hayashi et al., 2014; Shang et al., 2017). When run with all metrics, the
relative importance of each stayed consistent (i.e., the ranking of importance did not change,
although individual variable importance [VI] values did). Automated variable selection,
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however, led to slight variation in the important metrics selected. Therefore, metrics which did
not correlate (-0.70 <R >0.70) with other selected metrics were selected for input into final
BA_dist models. RF has its own internal measure of validation, referred to as the out-of-bag
(OOB) error rate. This is applied by running samples originally left out of the tree, i.e., the OOB
samples, and evaluating the accuracy (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). The two user-defined parameters
in RF, mtry (i.e., the number of predictor variables to try) and ntree (i.e., the number of RFs to
run), was set to 1/3 and 500, respectively.
Ideally, an independent dataset is used to test the model’s predictive power in an
unbiased manner (Snee, 1977). However, because we had a low number of plots (n=75), a 10fold cross-validation was applied to assess accuracy using the randomForest rfcv function in R
(Liaw & Wiener, 2018; Appendix 5.4). Studies predicting forest attributes with similar sample
sizes (i.e., plot sizes of 144, Næsset, 2002; 54, Gobakken & Naesset, 2004; 115, Thomas et al.,
2008) have followed this approach. A cross-validation RMSE (RMSEcv) was calculated based on
the average error from each repeated test to determine model stability (i.e., overfitting), where a
close agreement between RMSE and RMSEcv would indicate minimal overfitting and good
predictive performance (Andersen et al., 2005).

3.3.6.2 Constructing tree lists
Following RF prediction, we could now construct tree lists (Figure 3.2). Average DBH
for FVS2 and FVS3 was first calculated (Equations 2, 3):
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐷𝐵𝐻 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 =

𝐵𝐴_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝑆𝐷𝐷

(2)

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐷𝐵𝐻 𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 =

𝐵𝐴_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝑆𝐷

(3)

We also used the size-class specific predicted SDD as the number of trees for FVS2 and FVS3.
At the plot level, we used SD to populate tree lists.
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Because constructing tree lists using this method sometimes resulted in unrealistic values,
we tested an approach using the estimated median DBH in each size class and removed SDD to
test enhancements in model estimates (i.e., FVS3-2). For instance, the range of DBH in the
sapling size class is from 8-17 cm. Thus, the mid-range value of 12.5 cm was used. Accordingly,
a value of 21.5 cm was used for polewoods, and 32 cm for small sawlogs. For medium and
above sawlogs (i.e., stems greater than 38 cm), the upper reference value was set to the Ontariospecific upper limit of large sawlogs (i.e., 60 cm; OMNR, 2004). Thus, DBH was set to 49 cm.
For plot-level comparisons, a midrange value of 34 cm (i.e., the median between 8 cm and 60
cm) was used. To obtain the stem count for the tree lists, we used our predictions of BA_dist
along with these median values, converted to individual-BA:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 =

𝐵𝐴_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝑀𝑖𝑑−𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙−𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝐵𝐴

(4)

Tree lists additionally required species type associated with each stem. The first two
models (i.e., FVS1 and FVS2) used measures of inventory-derived species abundance in addition
to average DBH predicted from BA_dist/SDD/SD (Appendix 5.5). To apply species abundance
on an individual tree basis for FVS2, we simply multiplied an individual species’ abundance by
the total number of stems in a given class.
FVS3 and FVS3-2 used species abundance estimated from FRI data, which estimate
species in 10 percent increments (Appendix 5.5). Where forest plots intersected multiple FRI
polygons, an average abundance was calculated. Two additional plots had over 90% of the area
in one respective polygon, thus the species abundance for that polygon was used. Individual tree
species were assigned by multiplying the individual species’ abundance by the total number of
stems in that class. A table of FRI species abundance polygons used for plots that had conflicting
polygons can be found in Appendix 5.6.
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Figure 3.2: Methodological overview for derivation of variables necessary to initialize G&Y
models. Starting input data are italicized. Inputs are in light grey, outputs are in white, and
secondary outputs are in italics.
3.3.6.2 Parameterizing growth scenarios
There were two alternative ways to construct the LiDAR-based plot-level G&Y models.
Firstly, average-DBH tree lists were constructed based on the results of LiDAR predictions for
SD and BA_dist at the plot level (i.e., FVS2, FVS3, or FVS3-2 Average). An additional method
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using the aggregate of size-class level tree lists was applied to build a second iteration of the
plot-level models (i.e., FVS2, FVS3, or FVS3-2 Aggregate).
FVSOntario estimates mortality using internal model logic, however this often resulted in
sudden tree die-off when using high predictions of SDD from LiDAR-based models. The model
may alternatively be parameterized with a user-defined mortality. We first used a constant annual
mortality rate of 40% based on volume estimates from Burgess et al. (2005). We also tested
mortality based on net difference in stem count from the 2012/2016 inventory data, where the net
difference in all stems for a given species is representative of that species’ mortality rate.
Although there was a potential of stems appearing in 2016 that were not large enough to be
included in inventory in 2012, we found no instance of this scenario anywhere in the inventory
data. Thus, we used a species-specific annual mortality rate for the five most dominant species,
and an average of these mortalities (weighted by the number of stems) for subsequent species.
Based on these inventory stem count changes, mortality was 1.8% P. strobus, 1.5% P. glauca,
3.5% A. balsamea, 0.3% P. resinosa, 0.5% Q. rubra, and an approximate average mortality of
1.5% applied to all other species. Projections were run for nine years on a yearly interval using
separate initializations for both constant and species-specific mortality (Appendix 5.7). Table 3.3
outlines names and data used for the plot-level model and Figure 3.3 summarizes the overall
construction of each FVS model.
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Table 3.3: Summary of FVS models
Overall
model

Name of model

LiDAR variables used for
tree list construction

Species data used for tree
list construction

FVS1
FVS1

FVS1 at 2012
FVS1-projected (constant
mortality)
FVS1-projected (speciesspecific mortality)
FVS2 Average (constant
mortality)
FVS2 Average (speciesspecific mortality)
FVS2 Aggregate (constant
mortality)
FVS2 Aggregate (speciesspecific mortality)
FVS3 Average (constant
mortality)
FVS3 Average (speciesspecific mortality)
FVS3 Aggregate (constant
mortality)
FVS3 Aggregate (speciesspecific mortality)
FVS3-2 Average (constant
mortality)
FVS3-2 Average (speciesspecific mortality)
FVS3-2 Aggregate
(constant mortality)
FVS3-2- Aggregate
(species-specific
mortality)
2016 validation

N/A; 2012 inventory data
N/A; 2012 inventory data

FVS1
FVS2/ 2021
validation
FVS2/ 2021
validation
FVS2/ 2021
validation
FVS2/ 2021
validation
FVS3
FVS3
FVS3
FVS3
FVS3-2
FVS3-2
FVS3-2
FVS3-2

2016
validation

Mortality rate
applied

2012 inventory data
2012 inventory data

Aggregate or average?
(plot-level LiDAR
based only)
N/A
N/A

N/A; 2012 inventory data

2012 inventory data

N/A

Species-specific

BA_dist; SD

2012 inventory data

Average

Constant

BA_dist; SD

2012 inventory data

Average

Species-specific

BA_dist; SD

2012 inventory data

Aggregate

Constant

BA_dist; SD

2012 inventory data

Aggregate

Species-specific

BA_dist; SD

FRI data

Average

Constant

BA_dist; SD

FRI data

Average

Species-specific

BA_dist; SD

FRI data

Aggregate

Constant

BA_dist; SD

FRI data

Aggregate

Species-specific

BA_dist; SD

FRI data

Average

Constant

BA_dist; SD

FRI data

Average

Species-specific

BA_dist; SD

FRI data

Aggregate

Constant

BA_dist; SD

FRI data

Aggregate

Species-specific

N/A; 2016 inventory data

2016 inventory data

N/A

N/A
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N/A
Constant

Figure 3.3: An overview of FVS models and parameterizations used
3.3.7 Accuracy assessments
RF-based predictions of SD, SDD, and BA_dist were evaluated based on the crossvalidation coefficient of determination (R2), R, RMSE, rRMSE, sRMSD, bias, and the Balanced
Error Index (BEI; Shang et al., 2017) compared to inventory-based measures. Additional
descriptions of these evaluators are listed in Appendix 5.8. Negative values of bias indicate
underestimation of the LiDAR-based models compared to inventory measurements, and positive
values indicate overestimation. RF generates its own measures of R2 and RMSE calculated
internally during the model run. An external measure of R2 was generated using cross-validation
results, as well as RMSE. BEI was used to assess an overall goodness-of-fit of SDD models,
where values closer to 0 represent a better fit, while values closer to 1 signify a poor fit
(Appendix 5.8).
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G&Y models were validated using the regression-based equivalence test, i.e., the
Robinson test (R package equivalence; Appendix 5.9; Robinson et al., 2005) and the graphical
procedures and functions by Fekety (2019; Appendix 5.9). This test is valid for non-parametric
distributions given its bootstrap design, which builds confidence intervals (CIs) by estimating the
coverage probability of the intervals (see Robinson et al., 2005). Additionally, initial validation
of carbon accumulation and stock using a non-parametric Anaysis of variance (ANOVA; i.e., a
Friedman test) could not reject the null hypothesis of similar groups for LiDAR models to
inventory data for certain size classes with low n. Visualization of the projections showed a large
spread of values, strongly suggesting the groups were dissimilar and that the test power was not
high enough (e.g., perhaps due to inadequate sample size). Furthermore, recent LiDAR-based
forest attribute studies have used the Robinson test as an indicator of model performance (e.g.,
Falkowski et al., 2008; Falkowski et al., 2010; Fekety et al., 2010; Hudak et al., 2012). The test
was used to evaluate the null hypothesis of dissimilar slopes (i.e., proportionality; if model
predictions are equivalent to the validation data, the regression will have a slope approaching 1)
and intercept (i.e., model bias). The test region of equivalence was set to ±25% of the mean
intercept and ±25% for slope; the null hypothesis of dissimilarity being rejected if the resulting
slope and intercept contains two joint one-sided 95% CIs at a level of α= 0.05 (Falkowski et al.,
2008).
Firstly, at year 2012, carbon stocks from the LiDAR-based models (i.e., FVS2, FVS3,
FVS3-2) were validated with inventory-derived carbon stocks (i.e., FVS1 baseline; Appendix
5.9). At 2016, carbon stock projections (i.e., FVS1-projected, FVS2, FVS3, FVS3-2) were
validated to 2016 inventory data following the approach of Gough et al. (2008). Carbon
accumulation from 2012-2016 was evaluated using constant and species-specific mortality rates
(Appendix 5.9). To determine sensitivity of using FRI-based species abundance, we also
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evaluated stock equivalency between FVS2 and FVS3 in 2012, 2016, and 2021, and similarly for
2012-2016 and 2012-2021 accumulation. Model predictions at 2012 and 2016 were also
compared using RMSE, rRMSE, sRMSD, R, and %bias (Appendix 5.9). We evaluated the G&Y
model predictions by forest type to investigate whether accumulation and stocks were better
predicted in certain forest conditions (e.g., less structural complexity).Thus, predictions were
blocked according to forest types common in Ontario and which there were sufficient data across
PRF (see Appendix 5.2), including red and white pine (PIN; n=34), conifer upland (CU; n=8),
conifer lowland (CL; n=4), mixedwood (MX; n=9), intolerant hardwood (i.e., poplar and white
birch) (INT; n=6) or tolerant hardwood (THW; n=14; OMNR, 2016). Figure 3.4 summarizes
these evaluation measures.

Figure 3.4: Overview of evaluation process for stock and accumulation.
All statistical analyses were performed using the R programming environment (R Core
Team, 2018; v.3.5.0); with scripts coded in the Sublime Text environment (v.3.1.1; Sublime HQ
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Pty Ltd, 2018) and sent to the R executable using the R-Box extension (v.1; Lai, 2018). All code
was written by the main author, or the author of the respective R library, unless otherwise stated.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Deriving tree lists
Differences between RMSE and RMSEcv were small, indicating the SDD, SD, and
BA_dist models were stable (Table 3.4). BA_dist was predicted with moderate accuracy, with
plot-level predictions and medium and above sawlogs having the highest predictive accuracy in
the model validation. rRMSE was lower for BA_dist than SDD/SD, indicating that BA_dist was
better predicted relative to the mean value. However, both predictions had higher sRMSD (i.e.,
higher standard deviations of errors). In general, BEI was high, i.e., 0.84, 0.67, 0.34, 0.75, 0.76,
and 0.64, for PIN, THW, INT, CU, CL, and MX, respectively (0.73 averaged over the four size
classes). Observed and predicted values of BA_dist and SD/SDD by forest type are presented in
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.
Table 3.4: Overall accuracy measures for predicted values
Size class

RMSE

RMSEcv

rRMSE

sRMSD

Pseudo-R2

R2 cv

R

Bias (%)

BA_dist

8.52

8.32

0.29

0.62

0.60

0.62

0.79

0.80

Sapling BA

3.85

3.79

0.65

0.89

0.17

0.19

0.45

-0.70

Polewood BA

4.28

4.20

0.65

0.79

0.35

0.37

0.64

2.99

Small sawlog BA

4.69

4.79

0.74

0.83

0.32

0.29

0.55

2.78

Medium and above
sawlog BA

2.16

2.08

0.66

0.59

0.62

0.65

0.81

1.14

SD

365.02

350.43

0.43

0.84

0.22

0.28

0.40

1.58

Sapling SDD

301.18

302.45

0.62

0.82

0.33

0.32

0.19

0.19

Polewood SDD

143.39

143.79

0.76

0.88

0.18

0.21

0.39

3.32

Small sawlog SDD

59.08

59.09

0.72

0.83

0.33

0.33

0.59

3.36

Medium and above
sawlog SDD

34.52

33.22

0.66

0.59

0.62

0.67

0.81

0.93
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Figure 3.5: Predictive accuracy for BA based on Random Forest modelling

Figure 3.6: Predictive accuracy for SDD/SD based on RF modelling
We omitted the FVS3-2 model from further discussion due to poor results. To investigate
LiDAR-projected carbon accumulation values compared to FVS1 projections, additional
comparisons were made to FVS1 for both stocks and accumulation at the plot and size-class
level to investigate any statistical equivalence; none of the models showed statistical equivalence
of proportionality (p>0.05) for either mortality rate, although some had equivalent means.
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Additional comparisons were made for carbon accumulation. Interestingly, while we did find
that the means yielded equivalent results at both mortality rates, proportionality remained
underpredicted by the LiDAR-based models. Important LiDAR metrics selected can be found in
Appendix 5.10.

3.4.2 G&Y modelling for carbon stocks at model initialization and four-year projection
When compared to initial (2012) validation carbon stocks (i.e., FVS1 initialization), we
found low correlation across all plot-level models and generally high deviations from the mean
and spread of variation (Table 3.5). The plot-level model with the highest correlation was FVS3
Aggregate (R=0.16), slightly higher than the FVS2 Aggregate equivalent (R=0.12); this stayed
relatively consistent when projected to 2016. LiDAR-initialized models generally had low bias,
while aggregate and average models had similar bias across inventory versus FRI species
models.
Table 3.5: Measures of accuracy and precision for initial carbon stocks in plot-level models
compared to in-situ carbon stocks at year 2012 (All forest types). 2016 stock values appear in
brackets, with constant and species-specific mortality, respectively
Model

RMSE

rRMSE

sRMSD

R

Bias (%)

FVS1

N/A (2.88; 3.32)

N/A (0.09;0.10)

N/A (0.17; 0.19)

N/A (0.99; 0.98)

N/A (2.86; -2.45)

FVS2 aggregate

23.18 (23.36;
22.83)

0.76 (0.72;0.70)

1.37 (1.35; 1.32)

0.12 (0.11; 0.11)

4.84 (6.71; 2.05)

FVS2 average

20.34 (20.58;
20.32)

0.67 (0.63; 0.66)

1.20 (1.19; 1.18)

-0.01 (0.01; 0.01)

-0.30 (3.13; -1.41)

FVS3 aggregate

23.44 (23.72;
22.96)

0.77 (0.73; 0.70)

1.39 (1.37; 1.33)

0.16 (0.15; 0.16)

7.89 (9.98; 5.68)

FVS3 average

20.60 (20.91;
20.46)

0.68 (0.64; 0.63)

1.22 (1.21; 1.19)

-0.02 (0.01; 0.01)

0.07 (3.91; -0.29)

The equivalent FVS Average models were not correlated at 2012 or 2016. None of the
models were proportionally equivalent to inventory carbon stocks, but were statistically
unbiased. FVS2 and FVS3 Aggregate models had high heteroscedasticity in observed versus
predicted values (Figure 3.7), becoming increasingly variable at higher carbon stocks; this did
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not stabilize at 2016 (Figure 3.8). FVS1-projected was statistically equivalent to inventory
measures of carbon stocks at 2016 for bias and proportionality at both constant and speciesspecific mortality rates (R= 0.99, 0.98, respectively; Appendix 5.11). There was no statistical
difference between projected values of carbon stock in 2016 for either mortality scenarios for
LiDAR-initialized models, referring to the range of CIs within proportionality.

Figure 3.7: Actual versus predicted carbon stocks across model types in 2012 to FVS1,
inventory data (black line is 1-to-1)
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Figure 3.8: Actual versus predicted carbon stocks across model types in 2016 compared to
inventory data (black line is 1-to-1).
At a size-class level, projections varied widely across both years (Table 3.6). None of the
LiDAR-initialized size-class models were proportionally equivalent to the inventory stocks at
either year, and were generally highly skewed from the mean and had a high spread of variance;
models remained stable in 2016. Mortality rates had negligible effects on the overall model
accuracy and bias.
Table 3.6: Measures of accuracy and precision for initial carbon stocks in size-class level
models compared to in-situ carbon stocks at year 2012. 2016 stock values appear in brackets,
with constant and species-specific mortality, respectively
Model

RMSE

rRMSE

sRMSD

R

Bias (%)

FVS1 Medium and above sawlogs

N/A (1.36; 1.78)

N/A (0.10; 0.13)

N/A (0.08; 0.11)

N/A (0.99; 0.99)

N/A (0.23; -4.06)

FVS2 Medium and above sawlogs

23.24 (23.72;
23.36)

1.82 (1.78; 1.75)

1.47 (1.42; 1.40)

0.00 (0.02; 0.01)

1.63 (1.16; -3.08)

FVS3 Medium and above sawlogs

22.50 (22.98;
22.62)

1.76 (1.72; 1.69)

1.42 (1.38; 1.35)

0.01 (0.05; 0.05)

3.15 (2.85; -0.89)

FVS1 Small sawlogs

N/A (1.73; 1.80)

N/A (0.22; 0.23)

N/A (0.22; 0.23)

N/A (0.98; 0.97)

N/A (1.93; -2.13)

FVS2 Small sawlogs

8.92 (9.94; 9.21)

1.21 (1.19; 1.17)

1.23 (1.22; 1.20)

-0.01 (0.00; 0.07)

-2.67 (-4.43; 3.35)

FVS3 Small sawlogs

8.95 (9.44; 9.28)

1.21 (1.20; 1.18)

1.23 (1.21; 1.26)

0.06 (0.07; 0.07)

-0.34 (3.35; -0.58)

FVS1 Polewoods

N/A (1.86; 1.41)

N/A (0.30; 0.23)

N/A (0.35; 0.26)

N/A (0.94; 0.96)

N/A (-0.62; -2.16)

FVS2 Polewoods

5.76 (6.38; 6.20)

1.01 (1.03; 99.69)

1.20 (1.19; 1.16)

0.04 (0.04; 0.04)

19.74 (25.12;
19.23)

FVS3 Polewoods

5.71 (6.37; 6.21)

1.01 (1.02; 1.00)

1.19 (1.19; 1.16)

0.07 (0.07; 0.07)

22.03 (28.25;
23.06)

FVS1 Saplings

N/A (1.65; 1.35)

N/A (0.33; 0.27)

N/A (0.41; 0.34)

N/A (0.97; 0.98)

N/A (23.82;
18.05)

FVS2 Saplings

3.98 (4.94; 4.78)

0.91 (0.99; 0.98)

1.24 (1.24; 1.20)

-0.07 (-0.04; 0.03)

14.14 (35.81;
29.80)

FVS3 Saplings

4.16 (5.50; 5.30)

0.95 (1.10; 1.06)

1.29 (1.38; 1.34)

0.11 (0.12; 0.12)

19.95 (43.54;
37.93)

FVS1 was equivalent in both bias and proportionality to 2016 inventory carbon stocks
(Appendix 5.12), except for the polewood size class at constant mortality where proportionality
was closer to the 0.0-0.3 range (i.e., consistently underpredicting) where a value of 0.75 is the
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minimum CI range considered equivalent. FVS1 saplings at both mortality rates were
proportionally equivalent but not equivalent in bias.
On a forest-type level, there were some variances in correlation in 2012, especially for
the CU group (n=8; R=0.70 for FVS2 Aggregate; R=0.76 for FVS3 Aggregate). Generally,
groups were consistent with overall results, with high spread of variation that ranged from
rRMSE= 0.39 for FVS3 Aggregate in the INT group (n=6), to 2.42 in the FVS2 Aggregate CL
group (n=9). At 2016, these correlations remained relatively consistent (CU FV2 Aggregate
R=0.73 at constant mortality; FVS3 Aggregate R= 0.79 at both mortality rates). For size classes,
forest types still had high deviations from observed values at both years. Carbon stocks for CU
medium and above sawlogs had a moderate correlation with inventory data for both inventory
and photo-interpreted species models in 2012 (R=0.42, 0.43, respectively), however these values
were extremely far from the observed mean and had a high spread of variance (rRMSEmax=
12.91; sRMSDmax=6.77). THW small sawlogs had similar correlations (i.e., R=0.37 and 0.34, for
FVS2 and FVS3 respectively), with lower deviations from the mean and lower spread of
variance (rRMSEmax=0.83; sRMSD%max=1.01). INT saplings had a higher correlation for FVS3
at R=0.57, and had a similar trend in mean and spread of variation, at rRMSE= 0.94 and sRMSD
= 2.88.

3.4.3 G&Y modelling of carbon accumulation (2012 to 2016)
Carbon accumulation predictions were highly biased and had high rRMSEs and sRMSDs
(Table 3.7). In contrast to carbon stock projections, carbon accumulation was not statistically
equivalent for the baseline FVS1-projected model for either bias or proportionality to measured
inventory-based accumulation at either mortality rate, where a constant mortality rate generally
overpredicted, and a species-specific mortality rate underpredicted mean accumulation (Figure
3.9).
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Table 3.7: Measures of accuracy and precision for carbon accumulation in plot-level models
compared to 2016-2012 inventory-based accumulation. Species-specific values follow in
brackets (All forest types)
Model

RMSE

rRMSE

sRMSD

R

Bias (%)

FVS1-Projected

2.88 (3.32)

1.46 (1.68)

1.11 (1.28)

0.15
(0.17)

47.09 (40.27)

FVS2 Aggregate

2.89 (2.99)

1.46 (1.51)

1.11 (1.15)

0.06
(0.17)

35.61 (41.08)

FVS2 Average

2.85 (2.59)

1.44 (1.31)

1.10 (1.00)

0.13
(0.26)

56.15 (18.65)

FVS3 Aggregate

2.92 (2.88)

1.48 (1.46)

1.13 (1.11)

0.05
(0.19)

42.30 (28.44)

FVS3 Average

2.97 (2.65)

1.51 (1.34)

1.15 (1.02)

0.07
(0.18)

63.18 (-5.95)

Figure 3.9: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon accumulation across model types
(constant mortality). Grey area represents the validation mean region of equivalence (95%
confidence interval) for bias (i.e., whether observed and predicted means are equivalent), and a
one-to-one line for the test of proportionality, while the black bars represent the range of the
confidence interval outputted by the bootstrapped test. To be considered equivalent, the black
bars must be completely contained within the equivalence region.
Correlation between LiDAR-initialized model values and inventory rates were
comparable to 2012/2016 stock projections (e.g., 2012 FVS2 Aggregate R= 0.16; 2016 R= 0.11;
accumulation constant mortality R=0.13, species-specific mortality= 0.17), with comparable
spreads of variation (i.e., sRMSD), however predictions were considerably higher than the
observed means (i.e., higher rRMSE). Compared to predictions of stock, accumulation
predictions were either largely systematically over or under-predicted. Accumulation appeared
consistent across both FVS1 and LiDAR-initialized models, with the exception of a few outliers
for FVS1 (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10: Actual versus predicted of yearly carbon accumulation across model types (black
line is 1-to-1)
At the size-class level, none of the models were proportionally equivalent to inventorybased accumulation, although some models were statistically equivalent to the mean (i.e., the
models were equivalent in bias). RMSE was still high for all groups, although some models had
high correlations and similar distributions of values visually.
On a forest type level, some incremental improvements in correlation and error were
observed, while some models were several orders of magnitude under- or over-predicted versus
the mean observation. Specifically, the accumulation from INTconstant, CLconstant, and CLspeciesspecific forest

types all had rRMSEs greater than ±5.00. The strongest predictions were for the PIN

type, with the FVS1 mean approaching an rRMSE of 0.78 for constant mortality and 1.01 for
species-specific mortality, comparable to 0.78 for the FVS3 aggregate constant mortality model,
and 0.88 for the species-specific model; bias was generally positive for constant mortality (FVS1
bias= 15.5%), and negative for species-specific mortality (FVS1 bias= -41.13%).
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3.4.4 Influence of species designation on carbon stock predictions
At the plot-level, FVS2 was statistically equivalent to FVS3 at 2012, 2016, and a nineyear projection at both mortality rates, shown here for FVS2 Average at constant mortality
(Figure 3.12; for observed versus predicted graphs of Average models see Appendix 5.13).

Figure 3.12: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon stocks across plot-level models
to FVS-2 Average at (a) 2012, (b) 2016, and (c) 2021 (constant mortality).
At the size-class level, predictions were more varied. Medium and above sawlogs were
not equivalent in proportionality (p>0.05) for 2012, 2016, or 2021, however they were equivalent
in bias at both years. In contrast, small sawlogs and polewoods were found to be equivalent in
bias and proportionality in all three years at both mortality rates for FVS2 to FVS3 equivalent
models (refer to Appendix 5.14 for these results for constant mortality). Testing constant
mortality, carbon stock projections grouped by forest types held equivalency at 2016 except for
the INT and MX types (Appendix 5.15). We did not test by size class due to the insufficient
number of plots needed to perform a meaningful statistical equivalence test.
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3.4.5 Influence of species designation on carbon accumulation predictions
Carbon accumulation was generally not equivalent when compared between LiDARinitialized models at the plot level. FVS2 Aggregate models were equivalent to FVS3 Aggregate
models at the constant mortality level at 2016 and 2021(Appendix 5.16), but not for speciesspecific mortality. Similar trends were observed at the size class level. Medium and above size
class accumulation rates were equivalent at 2016 and 2021 for constant mortality (Appendix
5.17), but were not equivalent for species-specific mortality, while saplings were not equivalent
at either rate at either year. Small sawlogs and polewoods were equivalent at both years in both
bias and proportionality for constant mortality (Appendix 5.17), but not for species-specific
mortality. Accumulation by forest type (i.e., PIN, THW, INT, CU/CL, MX) did not retain
proportional equivalency for constant mortality at 2016 and thus was not examined at 2021.
3.5 Discussion
The use of LiDAR to quantify stand characteristics for initialization of G&Y models has
potential value for predictions of carbon accumulation in uneven-aged mixedwood temperate
forest. Previous studies have initialized local G&Y models using LiDAR-predicted variables to
evaluate BA_dist as a proxy for growth (Falkowski et al., 2010), or map present aboveground
carbon density using predictions of SDD (Spriggs et al., 2017). Others have used process-based
modelling to evaluate its effectiveness in single-species forests/plantations for BA_dist growth
(Härkönen et al., 2013) and biomass (Taguchi et al., 2007). Zhang et al. (2018) used repeat
LiDAR surveys to calibrate biomass change. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no study has
projected carbon accumulation in mixed temperate stands using local G&Y models from
LiDAR-initialized tree lists and photo-interpreted species abundance data. We determined the
utility of LiDAR-initialized G&Y models to improve estimates of carbon accumulation and
stocks in mixedwood temperate forest compared to projections using inventory data. We also
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sought to understand the importance of precise species abundance data on predictions of carbon
accumulation and stock using a locally-tailored model.
Equivalence testing indicated that neither FVS2- nor FVS3-based carbon accumulation or
stocks at any size class and at the plot level were equivalent to inventory-initialized estimates at a
four and nine-year projection, emphasizing the difficulty in parameterizing models for complex
temperate forests with moderate-to-poor SDD/SD and BA_dist predictions. Inventory-based
FVS1 predictions were equivalent for carbon stocks, but failed to maintain equivalency at 20122016 accumulation compared with validation data, signifying that accumulation is more sensitive
to precise parameterization than stocks. A key finding was that FVS2 and FVS3 (i.e., inventorybased measures of species abundance and photo-interpreted species, respectively) were
equivalent for most size classes and at the plot level (p<0.05). They were also generally
equivalent when examined at a forest type level for stocks, but not for accumulation. This
finding suggests that predictions of species abundance from LiDAR (e.g., Falkowski et al., 2010;
van Ewijk et al., 2014) may possibly be replaced in studies where photo-interpreted estimates are
available for the purpose of improving carbon stock estimates and broad accumulation estimates.
Testing mortality rates showed that the constant mortality rate was more effective due to the high
variability that species-specific rates caused, especially for photo-interpreted parameterization.
Furthermore, these data are spatially-explicit and can be used in conjunction with LiDAR data to
initialize tree-lists and map carbon accumulation at the forest level.

3.5.1 Assessment of BA_dist, SDD, and SD attribute predictions
Model predictions of BA_dist were better than SDD and SD predictions. Results were
favourable in comparison to other studies that predicted BA_dist from LiDAR in similar forest
types; i.e., Spriggs et al. (2017) reported a rRMSE of 22% and 33% in sugar maple and
mixedwood plots respectively (plot size=2500m2), Vauhkonen & Mehtätalo (2014) reported an
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rRMSE of 13-68% (Scots Pine plantations; plot size= 400m2), Lamb et al. (2017) reported an
rRMSE of 36.6% in spruce plantations; compared to 29% in this study.
Falkowski et al. (2010) used a k-NN/RF imputation approach to predict SDD/SD and
BA_dist in a conifer-dominated forest, achieving a correlation of 0.88, considerably higher than
our findings (R= 0.62), while their best-performing SD model performing similarly to ours (R=
0.29; R= 0.28, respectively). Our small trees had lower correlations compared to their best
sapling model (R= 0.49, compared to R= 0.32 in this study) although our definition of sapling
was more constrained (i.e., 8-17 cm DBH, versus 8-18 cm). Although not evaluated in this study,
they also reported that none of the measured forest inventory variables, including total BA_dist
and SD, were proportionally equivalent to validation data at the ±20% equivalence level
(p<0.05). Spriggs et al. (2017) discussed the difficulty in predicting smaller stems, particularly in
closed canopies where understory returns are limited. Hudak et al. (2008) reported a high
correlation (R=0.80) for BA_dist in a similar mixed conifer forest, similar to the results reported
here (R=0.79). Using an ITC approach, Lindberg et al. (2010) achieved rRMSEs of 37% for SD
in a mixedwood forest, close to the 43% reported here, while Vauhkonen & Mehtätalo (2014)
reported an rRMSE of 27.6% for SD.
RF is a common non-parametric algorithm used in forestry attribute prediction (Fekety et
al., 2018). The challenge encountered in this study was the difficulty in accurately predicting
SDD and BA_dist values when there was an absence of trees for a given size class. This was
most pronounced for medium and above trees across all forest types resulting in an overprediction of stock values for a considerable proportion of plots (see Appendix 5.12). Here, we
saw a consistent bias in our observed and predicted values, where a considerable number of plots
had no medium or above diameter trees, but the RF model for BA_dist and SDD predicted the
presence of trees. This could be due to the inherent characteristic of RF to average predicted
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values, where a prediction of zero is unlikely in RF regression trees. Shang et al. (2016)
suggested that in attribute prediction, larger size classes could be pooled together to improve
model performance of SDD predictions. Following this directive, sRMSD for medium and above
size classes was 59%, considerably lower than the sRMSD reported for their 38-50, 50-62, and
62 and above size classes (sRMSD= 78, 80, and 89%, respectively). However, we found that
following this protocol ultimately did not translate to statistically equivalent measures of carbon
stock or accumulation to inventory data.
The SDD model selected intensity metrics for smaller size classes, and height-based
metrics for larger size classes. In similar studies where intensity metrics have been employed,
they have also been selected as important for smaller size classes (Shang et al., 2017). Although
intensity helped in predicting these small size classes (as measured by %IncMSE), it ultimately
did not lead to proportional equivalency for carbon stocks or accumulation. Conversely for
BA_dist, only height variables were selected, and still resulted in a considerable decrease in
G&Y model accuracy (i.e., FVS3-2).
3.5.2 Assessment of G&Y models
Compared to projections of BA_dist and SDD/SD, far fewer studies that have predicted
carbon accumulation using a resultant tree list from LiDAR, virtually none locally calibrated in
an Ontario-specific context. Some studies have compared remeasurement data from repeat
LiDAR surveys to derive carbon accumulation; Hudak et al. (2012) used repeat LiDAR surveys
to quantify carbon accumulation over a six-year period by subtracting LiDAR-predicted biomass,
and Økseter et al. (2015) used similar techniques for an 11-year period.
Our findings indicate an agreement of stock values for FVS1 at the plot and size-class
level with validation data (except for saplings). However, none of the FVS1-projected
accumulation models were equivalent with inventory measures. Similarly, Hudak et al. (2012)
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reported more variability in accumulation when extracted from biomass predictions.
Accumulation appeared to be in agreement when looking at observed versus predicted values
between FVS1 and LiDAR-based models, with similar rRMSEs (e.g., rRMSEPIN= 77.8% for
FVS1; 86.50% for FVS2 Aggregate at constant mortality), suggesting that some mechanistic
growth patterns were consistent (Figure 3.6). Because our subsequent equivalence testing
indicated the models were still dissimilar proportionally, we stratified the plot-level
accumulation models by forest type to identify any consistencies with FVS1 projections,
however this further reduced the accuracy of accumulation results from LiDAR models and
means became statistically dissimilar, in addition to the already statistically dissimilar
proportionalities. Looking at the highest deviations in plot level accumulation across model types
(Figure 3.6), we examined five plots that were clear visual outliers, two of which were consistent
across model types. For constant mortality, PRF026, an Intolerant Hardwood type consisting
mainly of B. papyrifera, P. grandidentata, A. rubrum, and A saccharum had a predicted
accumulation rate of 0.9 Mg/ha/yr, compared to an actual rate of 2.24 Mg/ha/yr. For FVS1, these
extreme deviations typically occurred at species-specific mortality rates and within CU and INT
groups (e.g., PRF075 predicted 0.34 Mg/ha/yr versus -2.28 Mg/ha/yr CU; PRF026 -0.36
Mg/ha/yr versus -2.24 Mg/ha/yr INT). Studies have previously identified conifers as being
difficult to capture with LiDAR due to the reflective properties of crowns, however these
inaccuracies were also present in the inventory model (Spriggs et al., 2017). Given that these
outliers were generally more pronounced with species-specific mortality rates, it is likely that our
models did not parameterize ideal rates for specific hardwoods and that future consideration of
mortality rate should be more carefully reviewed.
We did not expect to see such clear consistencies for FVS2 and FVS3. The majority of
photo-interpreted species data was from 2009, with a smaller proportion from 2014. This two-to84

three-year age gap between LiDAR and species abundance data collection suggests that the
species composition played less of a role in predicting stocks, even for a G&Y model that
includes species-specific allometric equations. This emphasizes the need for accurate inputs of
DBH. We also expected less of an agreement as the model was projected into 2021, however the
LiDAR-based models still retained equivalency for specific combinations; i.e., accumulation
models retained equivalency for the aggregate model with constant mortality over the nine-year
scenario, suggesting that better predictions of larger size classes influenced the consistency of
carbon accumulation predictions. We did find some discrepancies between LiDAR-based models
for certain size classes. Because saplings grow at a faster rate, we did not expect photointerpreted species to be proportionally equivalent as growth occurs at a faster rate for young
trees, thus precise parameterization of species would have more influence here. There was a
closer agreement between FVS2 and FVS3 at species-specific mortality for medium and above
stocks; however, this size class only retained accumulation equivalency at a constant mortality
rate. Because a species-specific mortality rate coupled with an imprecise species characterization
could further skew values, the use of the constant mortality rate is preferred.
As species abundance is data and resource-intensive to calibrate due to the high range of
forest conditions needed to be captured (Lamb et al., 2018), it may be prohibitive to initialize
models based on remotely-sensed predictions. Previous studies at PRF have attained varying
levels of success in species abundance modelling (e.g., classification accuracies of 64% P.
strobus, 53.7% Q. rubra, 79% P. resinosa, 49% B. papyrifera, 79.9% A. saccharum, 33.5% A.
rubrum, 51% P. glauca, Gougeon & Leckie, 2011, using an ITC approach; R=0.69, 0.74, 0.85,
0.53, 0.73 for P. strobus, P. resinosa, P. glauca, P. betula/ populus, Acer spp., van Ewijk et al.,
2014, using Boosted Regression Trees [BRTs]). Falkowski et al. (2010) found that predicting
species abundance did not produce statistically equivalent results to inventory measurements
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(p<0.05), however projections of BA_dist initialized using FVS still followed similar trends to
inventory-initialized projections. Thus, using FRI species abundance may be preferred in
complex forests where individual-tree species information is required for G&Y model
initialization and for which these data are available. Falkowski et al. (2010) also demonstrated
that it may be possible to achieve statistically equivalent results of growth when using noninventory-equivalent predicted species abundance with BA_dist projections, rather than
estimating tree lists and explicitly projecting stock values. This also suggests that the allometric
equations we used in converting diameter to carbon stock may introduce large amounts of error,
thereby requiring further refinement.
The removal of the less accurate SDD in predictions and using only BA_dist (i.e., FVS32) resulted in statistically different models on average that were less effective than the combined
SDD/BA_dist plots, implying that regardless of the low SDD accuracy, it remained a key
component in obtaining more accurate tree lists. However, other attributes, such as Quadratic
Mean Diameter (QMD) could also be used instead of SDD to further improve predictions, given
that QMD has shown improved predictions compared to SDD (e.g., Tompalski et al., 2016).
Another alternative could be using a predicted distribution of values, capturing a higher range of
diameters than the mean (i.e., PDFs; Olofsson et al., 2008). Unpublished work by van Ewijk
(2015) used height-diameter relationships to estimate diameters from LiDAR-derived height
distributions, albeit discovering that this characterization was not sufficient for generating
accurate tree lists for FVSOntario initialization.
Given that we had plots with negative accumulation for some years in the validation data,
we additionally tested whether the removal of negative mortality would improve model estimates
for both inventory and LiDAR-based models using a constant mortality rate. We found that this
did not make a large impact on predicted values, and that both the inventory and LiDAR-based
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models were still not equivalent to the validation data at 2016 (Appendix 5.18). This suggested
that there were additional underlying mechanisms not captured by the G&Y model.
3.5.3 Limitations and future work
Various considerations in this study may have contributed to error that propagated
throughout the modelling effort. One limitation relates to plot size, which was relatively small
(i.e., 625m2); for instance, Shang et al. (2016) achieved a BEI of 0.49 for 400m2 plots versus a
BEI of 0.39 for 1000m2 plots. Given our BEI of 0.73, increasing plot size may have decreased
our attribute prediction error so long as plot number is not reduced (Fassnacht et al., 2018). It is
well-established that a larger plot would reduce the ‘edge effect’, or the difference between fieldbased plot and LIDAR-based characterization of trees in the same radius (i.e., nature of the
canopy captured in the point cloud). For instance, a tree right outside the plot boundary but
leaning in towards the plot would be excluded from any mention in inventory data; however, the
canopy itself would still be captured in the equivalent LiDAR return, thereby influencing LiDAR
metrics and the prediction of variables (White et al., 2013; Lindberg et al., 2010). Because
forests are complex and the full range of forest dynamics is not yet understood, a modelling
approach incorporating some stochastic element could have generated more amenable results
(Fox et al., 2001). In addition, a larger number of plots would have enabled us to examine more
relationships between model parameterizations and predictive success, for instance further
comparing stock and accumulation by forest types at each size-class level.
As with any modelling exercise, a variety of conditions and sensitivities may or may not
be captured to characterize the full range of effects. Our data were stratified by common forest
types of Ontario based on species abundance ranges in our data; however, stratification by
NDVI, forest structural groups, aspect, slope, elevation, etc., may have enhanced model
performance (Fekety et al., 2018).
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While we tested for mortality across all modelling approaches, our value for speciesspecific mortality rate was chosen somewhat arbitrarily based on the differences between 2012
and 2016 live trees. Because FVSOntario had a limit of maximum stand stocking density (Dixon,
2005), using the model-supplied internal mortality logic would often result in a massive die-off
of trees due to our sometimes-high predictions of stems, thus we were constrained to a userdefined rate. As our defined mortalities often resulted in either under- or over-predictions of
LiDAR-based stock and accumulation, it is recognized as an important parameter. Future work
should strive to improve the methodology for selecting the most appropriate mortality rate for
G&Y models.
At the same time, other studies examine plantations consisting of commercial tree
species, rather than a range of dynamic conditions such as in PRF. Boisvenue et al. (2019)
highlight this problem, noting that often, commercial tree species are heavily favoured in
sampling, and the use of allometric equations from a limited number of samples often leads to
increased error, compounded with the fact that the allometric equation itself may affect
estimation of carbon stocks/accumulation. PRF contains a multitude of stem sizes and classes,
the smallest of which (<8 cm) were not included in this study, partially due to the assumption
that the relative total BA_dist of these trees makes them negligible in carbon accumulation, if not
for the fact that their height and relative width make them difficult for LiDAR to capture. We set
a height threshold of 1.37 m for this study, below which returns were assumed to be ground
returns and ignored in metric calculation. However, smaller (i.e., younger) trees grow faster than
large (i.e., older) trees and thus accumulate carbon at a faster rate (Økseter et al., 2015). The
exclusion of these trees in our inventory and in subsequent modelling could be a missing
component that contributes to predicted carbon accumulation (i.e., under estimating carbon
accumulation). However, capturing the true proportion of BA_dist and SD contained within this
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size class remains challenging given lack of resources to collect during field campaigns. If a
sampled plot contains only one large tree and an abundance of <8 cm DBH trees, it is plausible
that these trees accumulate a total amount of carbon large enough for carbon accounting and
reporting. There may be a relationship between proportion of BA_dist in <8 cm trees and canopy
metrics that can be explored in a future study to capture the fullest extent possible of the
aboveground live carbon domain. Similar work has been reported by Maltamo et al. (2004),
using tree height distribution as a proxy for estimation of smaller stems, finding poor accuracy
for these suppressed trees.
Although beyond the extent of this modelling exercise, Penner et al. (2015) and
Breidenbach et al. (2008) suggested that there are possible improvements in SDD predictions at
larger stand or forest levels; extrapolating the FVS model over a larger area may improve
predictions of carbon accumulation in a future study. Previous studies with access to spatially
parameterized G&Y models have done this for SD and BA_dist (e.g., Falkowski et al., 2010;
Lamb et al., 2018; Woods et al., 2011).
Looking ahead to the future of LiDAR and carbon management, the new successfully
launched Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) is gaining considerable attention
(Kellner, 2019). Given this study’s finding that photo-interpreted estimates from various years
can provide equivalent estimates to inventory-level data, future studies should also look to
investigate the application of space-based LiDAR and coincident species abundance data for
areas with less access to ground data to improve estimates of carbon accumulation.

3.6 Conclusions
This study examined various methods for improving estimates of carbon accumulation
and stock using a LiDAR-derived G&Y model in uneven-aged, mixedwood forests of Ontario.
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Our predictions of forest variables using the non-parametric RF algorithm were found to be
comparable to other studies, however small-diameter trees, particularly saplings and polewoods,
were less well predicted by LiDAR. We demonstrated that predicting carbon stocks across a
range of size classes and forest types was more accurate than predicting carbon accumulation,
but neither model output achieved statistical equivalence across a range of forest types compared
to inventory data.
Statistical equivalence was achieved between LiDAR-based models, suggesting complex
forests could benefit from photo-interpreted estimates to achieve the same results as inventoryderived species abundance, possibly bypassing the need for predicting species information in
carbon accumulation studies. However, this area requires further study, including why these
consistencies do not hold across forest types. Models tended to perform better using constant
mortality rates when initialized with photo-interpreted species, which could be explained by the
need to balance imprecise species with a more generalized mortality rate.
This study explored the various considerations for establishing a G&Y model in the
understudied uneven-aged mixed forests of Ontario. Models are inherently deficient due to the
complexity of the systems studied; thus assumptions can be flawed. Additionally, it is important
to note that field data may not provide any more “true” estimates than LiDAR models, and come
with their own inherent measurement and sampling error. Future studies should continue to
examine what parameters are crucial for forest carbon accumulation.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
4.1 Summary
This study explored the potential of LiDAR to complement forest inventories by
providing spatially extensive data needed to initialize a G&Y model to predict carbon
accumulation in the Great-Lakes St. Lawrence forests of eastern Ontario. Developing such
models allows foresters and land managers to better understand the implications of sustainable
forest management on forest carbon budgets, and develop strategies to enhance carbon
sequestration, helping mitigate climate change. While LiDAR has been used extensively to
provide estimates of carbon stocks and other forest properties, LiDAR-based estimates of forest
growth for mixed, uneven-aged forests are challenging, requiring research on critical points in
the process to improve predictions.
The following conclusions are presented based on the results of this study:
1. Generally, carbon stocks at both 2012 and 2016 were better predicted to accumulation.
Inventory-based projections of carbon stocks were statistically equivalent at the plot level
and for size-classes compared to validation data, demonstrating the validity of the G&Y
model. None of the LiDAR-based models were statistically equivalent with inventory
stocks, nor inventory-based projections, regardless of aggregation method or mortality
rate. Removal of SDD (i.e., FVS3-2) did not result in more accurate predictions,
indicating the need for more precise tree attributes to construct tree lists if trying to use
LiDAR-initialized G&Y models.
2. Precise species abundance information is not critical tree list information needed for
accurate predictions of carbon stocks and carbon accumulation. For stocks at the plot and
size-class level, models based on FRI species abundance were largely equivalent to
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carbon stocks based on inventory-derived species abundance; inventory-based species
lists were, however, important for both sapling and medium and above size classes. To
counteract the less precise species abundance information for FVS3, applying a constant
mortality rate resulted in more consistent predictions. Using aggregate, rather than
average tree lists, resulted in accumulation equivalency for FVS2 and FVS3. Saplings
were highly variable and continue to require precise characterization due to faster growth
rates. Using species abundance at the forest type level remains important for
accumulation, but not generally for stock.
3. Prediction of BA and SDD/SD from LiDAR data in mixed species forests remains a
challenge and requires improvement for more accurate estimates of forest growth.
Removing the influence of species abundance, a LiDAR-initialized model of carbon
accumulation based on mean DBH from BA and SDD remains insufficient for accurate
quantification of carbon stocks or accumulation rates. The high error calculated for SDD
(BEI= 0.73) likely arose from two possible sources. First, the selection of the predictive
algorithm should be tested among multiple approaches, such as RF or k-NN, prior to
growth modelling. Second, given the high structural variability in this forest, a strictly
LiDAR-based metric approach is insufficient with the current technology to predict SDD.
Alternative approaches that might improve estimates of carbon accumulation in
heterogeneous stands would be to use BA and QMD, parametric approaches, processbased models or ITC.
4. By forest type, stocks and accumulation were generally all consistently poorly predicted
by the G&Y models. Although the PIN group tended to be more accurate in stock and
accumulation prediction in LiDAR-initialized models, it did not result in model
equivalency. The low plot sample size likely contributed significant uncertainty in model
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predictions, and contributed to the high observed RMSE values. These results suggest
that predicted SDD and BA from LiDAR were not accurate enough across a range of
forest conditions to give accurate estimates of carbon accumulation. More precise
methods for tree list initialization should be explored.
5. LiDAR-initialized models demonstrated consistent results at the four and nine-year mark,
suggesting future projections with FRI-initialized species will continue to be accurate.
When comparing accumulation plot-level models, aggregate plot-level comparisons were
equivalent with each other at the nine-year mark; average plot-level comparisons were
not. Thus, the additional information extracted from size classes to inform plot-level
modelling remains an important consideration for accumulation and the addition of more
categories might be explored to improve estimates. Stocks from FVS2 versus FVS3
generally remained equivalent at both years when comparing aggregate models and
average models to their respective FVS3 counterparts. At the size-class level, medium
and above stocks were not equivalent, neither were saplings, however the medium and
above stocks retained equivalency at a constant mortality rate.

4.2 Limitations and Uncertainty
We included intensity in RF modelling, as it has been shown to improve predictive
accuracy, especially for smaller size classes (e.g., Shang et al., 2017). However, normalization of
intensity could have also potentially improved predictive accuracy (van Ewijk et al., 2019). We
also tested the best way to aggregate size classes, including binning larger classes to improve
predictive accuracy, however we may have improved estimates with size classes more
representative of the forest’s actual age-class structure. Repeating our metric prediction in a
similar forest would provide further insight on whether perhaps the RF algorithm should have
been replaced by another predictive algorithm, or whether the forest was simply too complex to
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produce strong predictions of input variables. Additionally, we tested the inclusion of additional
metrics in preliminary testing, such as NDVI, and metrics provided by another software package,
with no improvement in RF model accuracy.
We were also limited in that we did not test our results on an independent area. Model
performance can be tested using cross-validated results, however it is generally advised to use an
independent dataset for model testing. It is possible that errors found in plot-level measurements
could have balanced out on a larger scale. Additionally, we may have seen different results in our
species equivalencies. Although our results showed LiDAR was not equivalent to inventorybased models, we performed this study in a small, limited area with challenging parameterization
considerations, thus different forest conditions could produce further insights.

4.3 Future Work
This study looked at a very narrow area at a narrow point in time to detect change that is
highly varied over time and space. Thus, future opportunities should look at every stage of the
process to improve modelling, starting with sampling design that accounts for a larger range of
forest conditions prior to field campaign. Considering attributes in conifer stands are less well
predicted from LiDAR in areas where deciduous trees are more prevalent (Spriggs et al.,2017;
van Ewijk et al., 2019), and given the limited range of plots sampled, this may have contributed
to increased accuracy in predictive modelling for these forest types.
Many studies have highlighted limitations of intensity normalization (Shang et al., 2017;
Morsdorf et al., 2010) as potentially improving forestry attribute prediction. Because intensity
already played an important role in predicting SDD and BA of smaller size classes, and because
SDD was especially important for predicting carbon accumulation, techniques to normalize
intensity may further improve carbon accumulation predictions and stronger predictions of SDD
and BA. Because this study did not have access to sensor specifications (i.e., scan angle and
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range), we were unable to do so, however future studies may be able to apply normalization
techniques.
The relative complexities of RF parameterization could have been improved by
comparing various forest attribute predictive approaches in the first stage of this study.
Specifically, imputation methods using k-NN and RF proximity (e.g., Shang et al., 2017) are
often applied in ABA approaches. A brief comparison of a variety of predictive methods could
be applied as protocol in future studies to ensure the selection of an algorithm ideal for the
unique range of conditions to the site studied, given that the range of results using various
techniques has not produced a single, idealized model.
Further, process-based approaches that include environmental variables (climate,
moisture and nutrient regime, etc.) may provide estimates of growth that are more accurate than
those output from empirical models (e.g., Taguchi et al., 2007; Härkönen et al., 2013). It would
also have been a worthwhile investigation to test different tree-list construction methods, such as
using the allometric relationship between LiDAR-derived height and diameter, or QMD instead
of SDD, which some studies have reported as having better predictive accuracy (e.g., Tompalski
et al., 2016). FVSOntario was chosen somewhat arbitrarily due to the overlapping geographic area
with our study area, yet other G&Y models exist, such as the Lake States Variant of FVS, which
has been tested for Ontario Boreal forests (Lacerte et al., 2004), but not for temperate
mixedwoods.
Initializing G&Y models based on LiDAR at a second time frame could also provide
more insight into modelling outputs. For instance, this could answer the question of whether
species abundance remained mostly equivalent when projected with new data. Mortality rates
may be influenced by the relative proportion of species, thus applying a repeat test on excluded
data would provide further insight on this parameter. Our results have demonstrated a continued
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need to improve LiDAR-based models during the tree-list prediction stage, however potential
improvements using remotely-derived species estimates also carry important implications for
coarse-scale carbon accumulation modelling.
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Appendix 5.1
Procedures for Executing FVSOntario
As FVSOntario requires a specific file extension to generate estimates of carbon accumulation, input tree lists
were converted from .csv to the .tre extension using the Tree List Manager (TLM) extension provided with
FVSOntario. To initialize Project setup, Plot Type was set to Fixed Area Plot. Species code was set to Alpha, and FVS
Setup was set to Export Data to FVS. Plot info data included an input list of all plot names and plot area (i.e. 400
m2). Tree data was imported from Microsoft Excel 97-2003 .xls files generated for each individual plot, i.e., the tree
lists. Named ranges for each file were added manually in order for the TLM to read them.
#filter and export .xls files for each plot so TLM can read them
library("WriteXLS")
#need perl, must install if not on local PC
testPerl(perl= "C:/Perl64/bin/perl5.26.1.exe", verbose= TRUE)
#repeat the following two commands for each plot
PRF003<- filter(fvs1, Plot== "PRF003")
WriteXLS("PRF003", ExcelFileName= "PRF003.xls", perl= "C:/Perl64/bin/perl5.26.1.exe")
Following this, the corresponding plot would be imported into the TLM Import window, where Species was
always mapped to Species16 in the corresponding plot data. The file was then exported with the corresponding plot
name as a prefix. The file was then input into FVSOntario using the batch process below.
A Python script (McVittie, 2018) was used to automate each plot or size-class level prediction of carbon
accumulation. As the script requires the Linux processing environment to run, a virtual machine using Ubuntu
v18.04.1 x amd64 disk image was installed, with an allocated memory of 1024 MB and 10 GB virtual hard disk
image on a dynamically allocated storage environment. To run the x64 bit version of Ubuntu, the Virtualization
option on the host system BIOS settings were changed to “Enabled”, while the Windows Feature “Hyper-V” was
disabled.
To run FVSOntario (i.e. a Windows-native program), Wine v3.0.4 was installed on the virtual machine using
the installation procedure for versions prior to Ubuntu v18.10 (Wine HQ, n.d.). Xdotool (Sissel, 2009) was installed
to simulate input typing into FVSOntario. Folders with all input tree list (.tre) files (“in”) and an output folder for the
predictions (“out”) were created. All scripts were placed in the same directory as the FVS Ontario executable. A
terminal was opened to set up the automation process:
While true
Do
Wine FVSOntario.exe
Done
A second terminal was opened in the same directory to run the command “python3 gen_xdotool.py” to
generate the xdotool script. The script was then run using the command “bash xdo.sh” to generate the output files.
With a ten-second lag in place, the first terminal was then reopened so the process could be run. A detailed
description of the automation process can be found in McVittie (2018). The outputs were unstructured text files,
separated per plot with various file and growth information, including values of total aboveground carbon stocks for
each year of the projection.
To extract values of carbon stocks, a section of the output text file had to be extracted, compounded by the
issue that the file did not have proper heading structure and the carbon stock values were halfway within the
unstructured file. This was done using the following code in R:
library(stringr)
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setwd('C:/Users/Paulina/Google Drive/FVS/fvs1/linuxout')
#repeat for each input file
prf003<- readLines("prf003.out")
#Extract the exact line desired to get from the text file based on the following
unique occurrence of text once in each file (i.e. a signature)
#repeat with new unique name for each plot
prf003cline <- 1+ grep("YEAR
Total
Merch
Live
Dead
Dead
DDW
Floor Shb/Hrb
Carbon
Carbon from Fire", prf003, value= FALSE)
#extract carbon table from file using the extracted line as the index
#repeat with new unique name for each plot
#extract the next 50 rows
{prf003<-read.table("prf003.out", skip= prf003cline, nrow= 50)
#extract only year and total carbon column
prf003<-prf003[,1:2]
#add a column with the prf name
#repeat with the same name for each plot
prf003$identify<- "prf003"
#merge all vertically to one dataframe
#dont use rbind option "by" in the following function
fvs1<-Reduce(function(x,y) rbind (x,y), list(prf003, prf007, prf009))
Thus, a file (.csv) was generated with a column representing Plot ID, a column representing the year of the
projection, and a third column with carbon stock values. A separate file was generated for each model iteration, for
each mortality rate, and for each size class, including the plot-level average and aggregate predictions.
Additional species codes were changed as per table 5.1.1.
Table 5.1.1: Changes in species origin codes for FVS1 initialization
Plot ID
Tree species
Number of stems changed
code
to N
PRF010
TA
1
PRF074
OR
4
PRF079
OR
4
PRF079
BW
3
PRF091
OR
5
PRF091
BF
1
PRF113
BE
1
PRF113
MH
1
PRF177
PT
8
PRF177
MH
2
PRF177
BF
15
PRF177
BW
1
PRF177
MR
9
PRF211
TA
6
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Appendix 5.2
Field plot locations
Table 5.2.1: Field plot locations (UTM Zone 18)
Plot ID

Forest type

PRF003

MX
PIN
INT
PIN
THW
INT
MX
INT
MX
THW
CU
THW
INT
PIN
PIN
THW
PIN
PIN
CL
CU
CU
MX
PIN
PIN
PIN
CL
MX
PIN
CU
CU
PIN
MX
CU
PIN
MX
PIN
CL
PIN

PRF007
PRF009
PRF010
PRF024
PRF026
PRF027
PRF028
PRF030
PRF031
PRF033
PRF036
PRF037
PRF038
PRF039
PRF040
PRF043
PRF048
PRF052
PRF053
PRF054
PRF061
PRF063
PRF064
PRF067
PRF069
PRF072
PRF074
PRF075
PRF076
PRF079
PRF082
PRF083
PRF086
PRF090
PRF091
PRF092
PRF094

UTM Zone 18
Easting
312219.226

UTM Zone 18
Northing
5091996.16

Plot ID

Forest type

PRF095

313127.962

5091535.52

PRF101

310523.845

5091661.84

PRF102

314073.668

5095213.41

PRF110

311995.858

5095923.51

PRF113

311651.869

5096372.52

PRF124

310303.966

5094910.04

PRF126

310749.013

5094967.52

PRF129

312730.259

5095570.46

PRF135

312681.756

5095708.95

PRF138

311753.694

5091896.85

PRF141

309215

5091939.65

PRF148

308947.333

5092111.99

PRF153

308645.904

5092215.84

PRF154

311437.321

5094156.98

PRF159

312071.713

5094314.13

PRF161

313446.879

5093627.01

PRF176

311571.983

5091977.58

PRF177

310574.918

5096200.86

PRF178

312572.357

5093851.37

PRF179

312523.321

5093980.23

PRF185

313448.137

5094025.71

PRF186

313296.84

5093151.62

PRF188

310322.355

5092527.68

PRF189

313547.385

5094848.65

PRF192

311296.537

5091976.48

PRF200

312198.765

5094554.68

PRF202

302522.695

5094629.34

PRF204

310296.89

5096882.64

PRF205

305473.193

5093178.85

PRF206

311421.431

5095977.48

PRF207

310919.744

5095551.87

PRF209

308246.353

5095528.55

PRF211

301370.119

5093174.13

PRF217

301049.048

5093452.08

PRF219

303225.014

5094427.76

PRF220

313222.307

5093278.32

PRF251

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
MX
PIN
PIN
PIN
MX
PIN
PIN
PIN
INT
THW
THW
THW
INT
THW
THW
PIN
PIN
THW
THW
THW
PIN
PIN
PIN
THW
CL
PIN
CU
CU
PIN
THW
PIN
PIN

313373.047

5093052.93
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UTM Zone 18
Easting
313722.311

UTM Zone 18
Northing
5094619.75

302995.616

5094578.94

307723.682

5095826.42

313771.824

5094651.13

312971.511

5094874.45

311647.353

5095205.55

303923.529

5095751.77

313444.919

5093526.5

308823.406

5097102.06

310569.636

5093551.19

309446.942

5096350.89

301447.134

5092956.06

311196.216

5095879.47

300346.472

5094274.68

303797.492

5097102.12

311147.429

5095553.58

310722.651

5096525.11

308447.646

5094955.49

305397.701

5093080.32

311624.301

5095553.25

312498.506

5096279.97

313095.417

5095803.32

305346.403

5092825.94

305722.868

5092751.92

305444.718

5092802.17

312890.037

5095141.37

304198.171

5093655.03

308622.232

5092077.83

309998.921

5095453.75

310671.728

5095802.15

306846.634

5093353.77

312997.097

5091853.53

308273.373

5095452.09

309822.416

5095524.85

304798.664

5094404.98

302197.387

5093252.13

313301.387

5095859.34

Appendix 5.3
LiDAR preprocessing
Preprocessing was done to manipulate raw laser point (.las) files containing LiDAR data into plot-level
data containing tree height. These plot-level data were then used to generate metrics (i.e. the predictor variables) in
statistical analysis. Batch scripts included below are in practice applied to multiple files, however only one example
is shown in each pre-processing step. Comments, explanations, and/ or pseudocode are indicated using hashtags.
All scripts were written in the Sublime Text processing environment (v.3.1.1; Sublime HQ Pty Ltd., 2018)
as this allowed for mass text editing (e.g. editing of multiple columns at once) and native command line/R
formatting. Sublime Text also allows remote execution of scripts to the native R interface via the R-Box extension.
The following processes were performed using the Fusion command line functions (v.3.7; McGaughey, 2018).
Functions were saved as batch files (.bat) and could subsequently be run by simply opening the file in the containing
folder, at which point the file would execute.
It is critical to note that in order to execute the LiDAR preprocessing functions without specifying the
entire file path, a new environment variable should be added to the system properties of the operating system so that
regardless of which folder location the command line is open from, it understands the Fusion function call. For
additional detail and a step-by-step tutorial, consult McGaughey (2018, pp. 174-175).
Firstly, the .las files were normalized with the vendor-provided DEM, which was provided in TIFF format.
This was done to remove the effect of elevation on tree height. Due to processing limitations, the DEM was split
into four portions and converted to ASCII format and then Digital Terrain Model format (.dtm). The ASCII file was
generated using the Raster to ASCII conversion tool in ArcGIS 10.5 (ESRI, 2017). Following this, the ASCII file
was split into four equal-sized files using the Split Raster tool (ESRI, 2017). Then, the split ASCII rasters were
converted to DTM format using the ASCII2DTM command in Fusion in order to use the normalization function.
Should a function fail to execute, ensure the filepath is relatively short and that the names of files are
spelled correctly. It may be necessary to transfer the associated data to a spare partition rather than the C:\ drive.
#Convert ASCII DEM to DTM for normalization
ASCII2DTM D:\DTM\dem1.dtm M M 1 18 2 0 D:\DEM_SPLIT\dem1.asc
The LiDAR tiles were then normalized using the DTM as ground points, therefore removing elevation from
the height of the tree. To do so, the extent of each DEM had to be included, therefore an additional Catalog function
was run on the folder containing each LiDAR tile. The clipdata function was then used to actually normalize the
tiles.
#Catalog the bounding coordinates of the folder containing the raw LAS tiles in order
to use ClipData normalization function
Catalog D:\LAS\*.las D:\CATALOG
#Normalize tiles according to the vendor-provided DTM (Note: DEM must be first
converted to DTM format; Must run catalog function first)
ClipData /height /ground:D:\DTM\dem_50cm8.dtm
D:\LAS\310_5096_petawawa_allhits_cgvd28.las
D:\NORMALIZED_TILE\310_5096_petawawa_allhits_cgvd28.las 309999.00 5095999.00
311001.00 5097001.00
Additionally, several tiles containing nine corresponding plots intersected two LiDAR swaths and were
merged using MergeData before cataloging and normalization.
#Merge two tiles if a plot intersects both of them
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MergeData /index
C:\Users\Paulina\Documents\Larseesdata\2012lidar\lasclipfusion\plot101.txt
C:\Users\Paulina\Documents\Larseesdata\2012lidar\lasclipfusion\plot101.las
Finally, the PolyClipData function was used to clip the normalized tiles to the shape and extent of the plots.
#Clip normalized tile to shape and extent of plot
PolyClipData E:\prfplots_141\PRF003.shp E:\lidar2016\ch1clipped\PRF003.las
E:\C1\C1tile_312000_5091000_n_dnt.las
Lastly, the following script takes in pre-processed LiDAR files (.las) and extracts a suite of metrics that are
then used to predict forest variables (i.e., SD, SDD, and BA).
# Set folder where LAS source files reside
setwd('D:/CLIPPEDTILE')
library(rLiDAR)
# Get list of LAS files residing in the folder
LASlist <- list.files( pattern="*.las", full.names=TRUE)
# Set the "minht" and "above" parameters
minht<-1.37 # meters or feet
above<-2.00 # meters or feet
# Create an empty dataframe in which to store the LiDAR metrics
getMetrics<-data.frame()
# Set a loop to compute the LiDAR metrics
for ( i in LASlist) {
getMetrics<-rbind(getMetrics, LASmetrics(i, minht, above))}
# Table of the Lidar metrics
LiDARmetrics<-cbind(Files=c(basename(LASlist)), getMetrics)
head(LiDARmetrics)
write.csv(LiDARmetrics, file = "metrics.csv")

References:
ESRI. (2017). ArcMap: Release 10.6 [Computer software]. Redlands, CA: Environmental Systems Research
Institute.
McGaughey, R. (2018). FUSION / LDV : Software for LIDAR Data Analysis and Visualization (Version 3.7).
Seattle: Pacific Northwest Research Station.
Sublime HQ Party Ltd. (2018). Sublime text (Version 3.1.1.). Retrieved from https://www.sublimetext.com/.
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Appendix 5.4
Additional notes on SDD, SD, and BA_dist prediction
The following script takes in the raw inventory data and outputs stem frequency (i.e., SDD/SD) based on
the number of plots and the DBH column. This output can then be combined with predictions of BA to obtain
average DBH values.
Author: Chen Shang; chen.shang@queensu.ca
setwd('D:/')
plot.data= read.csv("sdd.csv", header= TRUE)
bin <- c(8, 17.01, 26.01, 38.01,150)
plot.index <- plot.data[,1]
dbh.index <- plot.data[,10]
#Define bg as the function that bins values into the stem diameter distribution table
bg = function (plot.data,bin,plot.index,dbh.index){
# plot.data: the field data table
# bin: the break values for the size classes you want
# plot.index: the column index for plot names in plot.data
# dbh.index: the column index for DBH values in plot.data
plot.list = levels(plot.data[,plot.index])
# number of plots
num.plot = length(plot.list)
# number of bins
num.bin = length(bin)-1
out.table = data.frame(matrix(nrow=num.plot,ncol = num.bin+1))
out.table[,1] = plot.list
for(i in 1:num.plot){
# current plot
c.plot =
plot.data[which(plot.data[,plot.index]==plot.list[i]),dbh.index]
out.table[i,2:(num.bin+1)] = hist(c.plot,breaks = bin)$counts
}
Out.table}
#Below is the "calculator" function, where the diameter bins are inputted as a list
and the column index for the plot names and dbh values are also specified. The output
is the data frame of stem counts in each class.
(tp = bg(plot.data, c(8, 17.01, 26.01, 38.01,150), 1, 10))
#write the output to a csv
write.csv(tp, file= "sdd_table2016.csv")
Next, to understand BA_dist and its relationship to DBH, conversion between BA and DBH is shown
below:
Basal area = (ℼDBH2/40,000)/0.0625
Because BA is a measure of circular area, diameter should first be converted using the formula for the area
of a circle:
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Area of a circle= ℼ(radius)2
To convert from length to area, some modification is needed. As diameter is twice the radius, the above can
be rewritten as:
Area of a circle= ℼ(diameter)2
2
This can be simplified to:
Area of a circle= ℼ(diameter2)
4
However, it is important to note that DBH is reported and measured in centimeters, BA is typically in m 2,
or 10,000 cm2 per m2. The formula must account for metric conversion by dividing by this 10,000. Thus,
Basal area = (ℼDBH2/40,000)
BA is expressed as m2/ ha, thus the values were divided by the plot area (625m2, or 0.0625 ha) to obtain
the average plot-level measurement, giving:
Basal area = (ℼDBH2/40,000)/0.0625
The above was modified from conversation with Karin van Ewijk (personal communication, April 6, 2018),
Erdle (n.d.), and Lim et al. (2003).
Then, the following script takes in the 2012 inventory data. This data contains an additional column of
individual-tree BA based on the previously described calculation. It creates dataframes based on size-class ranges
and then combines the dataframes together, removing values of 0. It then aggregates BA values per size class per
plot. These values are thus size-class level BA, used in conjunction with SDD and SD for predicting average DBH.
#input: original plot measurement/ inventory spreadsheet
setwd('E:/CLIPPEDTILE2012/')
plot.data= read.csv("largetree20122016removed.csv", header= TRUE)
install.packages("dplyr")
library(dplyr)
b1 = filter(plot.data,DBH > 8, DBH < 17.01)
b1$DCLASS = "bin1"
summary(b1$DBH)
b2 = filter(plot.data,DBH > 17.01, DBH < 26.01)
b2$DCLASS = "bin2"
summary(b2$DBH)
b3 = filter(plot.data,DBH > 26.01, DBH < 38.01)
b3$DCLASS = "bin3"
summary(b3$DBH)
b4 = filter(plot.data,DBH > 38.01, DBH < 150)
b4$DCLASS = "bin4"
summary(b4$DBH)
summary = rbind(b1,b2,b3,b4)
head(summary)
summary[is.na(summary)] <- 0
BD<-aggregate(BasalArea2012 ~ Plot+DCLASS, data = summary, sum, drop=FALSE)
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head(BD)
tail(BD)
BD[is.na(BD)] <- 0
write.csv(BD, file= "badistribution.csv")
The following code takes in all original predictor variables and outputs important variables based on an
automated procedure, based on the initial column, which is either BA or SDD/SD; this example uses BA. Over 10
iterations, these selected important metrics, and those who had no correlation with other metrics (i.e., R <0.70, >0.70) were then used to predict SDD and BA in another iteration of RF in order to avoid overfitting predictions.
library(VSURF)
library(randomForest)
result.vsurf <- VSURF(stemdensity[,2:89], stemdensity$badensity, ntree = 100,
nfor.thres = 20, nfor.interp = 10, nfor.pred = 10)
##Variable reduction procedure within an iterative script that generates 10 outputs
result <- data.frame()
for (i in 1:10){
SDD.rf <- randomForest(sapling ~ ., data=sapling, type= regression, importance=TRUE,
mse= TRUE, rsq= TRUE)
print(SDD.rf)
x <- round(importance(SDD.rf), 2)
print(x)
result.vsurf <- VSURF(sapling[,2:89], sapling$sapling, ntree = 100, nfor.thres = 20,
nfor.interp = 10, nfor.pred = 10)
SDD.rf <- randomForest(sapling ~ ., data=sapling[,c(1,result.vsurf$varselect.pred)],
type= regression, importance=TRUE, mse= TRUE)
imp <- importance(SDD.rf)
result <- rbind(result, imp, i)
}
print(imp)
print(result)
After important metrics are selected, RF is run once more to obtain more precise measures of predictions
without overfitting. The first column represents the response variable, and all subsequent columns represent the
selected important metrics.
#example for Saplings
setwd('E:/CLIPPEDTILE2012/')
#input: all trees under 17cm DBH
sapling = read.csv("sapling.csv", header= TRUE) # read from first sheet
library(randomForest)
set.seed(131)
SDD.rf <- randomForest(smallsaw ~ .,
data=smallsawlog[,c(1,result.vsurf$varselect.pred)], type= regression,
importance=TRUE, mse= TRUE)
print(SDD.rf)
## Show "importance" of variables: higher value mean more important
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round(importance(SDD.rf), 2)
#variable importance plot
varImpPlot(SDD.rf, main="Random Forest Variable Importance Plots", scale=TRUE)
VI_F <- data.frame(importance(SDD.rf))
VI_F <- VI_F[order(-VI_F$X.IncMSE), ]
Then, 10-fold cross validation was used to validate results of SDD/SD and BA. In this example, columns 28 are the selected important predictors, and sapling$sapling represents the RF predictions of BA. The resulting
cross-validated predictions are output to a file and further used to obtain average DBH.
#with post x10vsurf file cross validation
result <- rfcv(sapling[,2:8], sapling$sapling, cv.fold=10)
x <- result$predicted[[1]]
write.csv(x, "saplingcount2012estimates.csv")
References:
Erdle, T. (n.d.). Measurement of Tree Basal Area and Volume [PowerPoint presentation]. Retrieved from
http://ifmlab.for.unb.ca/People/Kershaw/Courses/For1001/Erdle_Version/TAE-BasalArea&Volume.pdf
Lim, K., Treitz, P., Baldwin, K., Morrison, I., & Green, J. (2003). Lidar remote sensing of biophysical properties of
tolerant northern hardwood forests. Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing, 29(5), 658-678.
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Appendix 5.5
Generating measures of species abundance and input treelists
FVS1/FVS2 required manipulation of inventory species data along with predicted measures of BA and
DBH.For FVS1 treelists, inventory data was simply filtered and structured into multiple output files:
library(magrittr)
library(dplyr)
#from the same BA for a given size class according to stem frequency, populate n
number of rows, remove unknown species
#apply species equally among size classes
setwd('E:/CLIPPEDTILE2012/')
fvs1<- read.csv("plotdata.csv", header= TRUE)
(fvs1, ! Species16 == "UN")
#repeat this line for each plot
PRF003<- filter(fvs1, Plot== "PRF003")
library("WriteXLS")
testPerl(perl= "C:/Perl64/bin/perl5.26.1.exe", verbose= TRUE)
#Output as excel 97 not csv
#do not rerun these otherwise ranges will be deleted.
WriteXLS("PRF003", ExcelFileName= "PRF003.xls", perl= "C:/Perl64/bin/perl5.26.1.exe")
Files were then opened in Excel and named ranges were added manually. Thus, these input files were then
used to initialize FVSOntario.
For FVS2, inventory species abundance was calculated and applied per species and per plot. The second
part of the code extrapolated average DBH to a specified number of trees and applied species proportions based on
inventory data.
The following is an example for a single species; the process was repeated for common species across PRF.
The code generates a measure of BA per species per plot by filtering the inventory sum of BA by species, equivalent
to a VLOOKUP function in Excel. Then, the results are binded, N/A values removed, data is aggregated per plot.
Then values are assigned new dataframes based on the species they belong to. Finally, these dataframes are merged.
##total species proportions per plot
{{library(reshape)
library(dplyr)
setwd('E:/CLIPPEDTILE2012/')
#import original plot data collected, where trees from expanded measurements have
been deleted manually
plot.data= read.csv("largetree20122016removed.csv", header= TRUE)
head(plot.data)}
#bf
{
#first get balsam firs
b1 = filter(plot.data, Species16== "BF")
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head(b1)
#binning based on plot first, and then on Dclass (or dbh class)
b1[is.na(b1)] <- 0
#basalarea2012 is a column
#aggregate from individual tree observations to plot observations, therefore sum rows
if they contain the same plot #
BF<-aggregate(BasalArea2012 ~ Plot, data = b1, sum, drop=FALSE)
BF[is.na(BF)] <- 0
head(BF)
tail(BF)
#rename basalarea column to specify balsams
names(BF)[2]<- "BasalArea2012_BF"}
#staple them side by side (merge horizontally)
species<-Reduce(function(x,y) merge (x,y, by= "Plot"), list(
BY,BE,BD, AB, BF, HE, MR, MH, OR, PR, PW, SB, SW, PG, PT, IW, EW, BW, AW, CB, CE,
CP,PJ,TA,UN))
warnings()
head(species)
After this is done, values are merged with the inventory sum of BA per plot and per size class
(“badistribution1.csv”). The columns are Plot ID, followed by size-class and plot-level BA. Thus, the resulting table
“species” from the above code is merged with inventory sum data and divided by the total BA per plot to convert
species abundance to percentages ("perplotabundance.csv").
#import BA distribution (output file from ##Basal area distribution grouping)
total<- read.csv("badistribution1.csv", header=TRUE)
head(total)
species1<- merge(species,total, by= "Plot")
head(species1)
colnames(species1)
#divide by total BA
species1[,2:26]<-species1[,2:26]/species1[,31]
# actual BA distribution
#fvs1/2 species
head(species1)
}
write.csv(species1, "perplotabundance.csv")
To continue the FVS2 tree list generation (i.e., apply the generated inventory abundance to predicted tree
lists) data was reimported in .csvs which had the first column as Plot ID, the second to sixth columns as predicted
stem frequency (rather than density for the purposes of this code; however, the end result is the same) for each size
class. The following six columns contained the average DBH extracted from BA/SDD. Species abundance data, as
calculated above, was then manually added to the same .csv and was in the following column pattern: BY%, BE %,
and so on until all species present in PRF were calculated, for a total of 34 columns. Data was in rate per 100 (e.g., a
value of 0.03 corresponds to 3%). This file is referred to as the input, “species1.csv”.
The following code applies the percentage of species to the number of stems present, to obtain individual
plot-level tree lists for FVS2. The following is an example for saplings.
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library(magrittr)
library(dplyr)
#from the same BA for a given size class according to stem frequency, populate n
number of rows
#apply species equally among size classes
setwd('E:/CLIPPEDTILE2012/')
table<-read.csv("species1.csv")
sapling<-data.frame(table$Plot, table$saplingstemcount, table$sapling, table[,13:34])
indx <- grep('percent', colnames(sapling))
library(data.table)
for(j in indx){
set(sapling, i=NULL,
}
#pole
for(j in indx){
set(sapling, i=NULL,
}
#small
for(j in indx){
set(sapling, i=NULL,
}
#medpluis
for(j in indx){
set(sapling, i=NULL,
}
#all
for(j in indx){
set(sapling, i=NULL,
}
head(sapling)

j=j, value=sapling[[j]]*sapling[['table.saplingstemcount']])

j=j, value=sapling[[j]]*sapling[['table.polewoodstemcount']])

j=j, value=sapling[[j]]*sapling[['table.smallsawstemcount']])

j=j, value=sapling[[j]]*sapling[['table.medplusstemcount']])

j=j, value=sapling[[j]]*sapling[['table.stemstemcount']])

#round all percent columns to the nearest 10th
sapling<- sapling %>% mutate_at(vars(ends_with("percent")), funs(round(., 0)))
# generate multiple dfs with each lead species and then combine after
sp1<-setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:BY.percent, Species="BY"), sapling]
sp1[BY.percent == 0] <- NA
sp1<-na.omit(sp1, invert= FALSE)
#continue this process for each species, rename each species to sp2, sp3, and so on.
#extract each species based on only the columns needed:
{sp1<- sp1[,c(1:4, 27)]
sp2<- sp2[,c(1:3, 5, 27)]
sp3<- sp3[,c(1:3, 6, 27)]
sp4<- sp4[,c(1:3, 7, 27)]
sp5<- sp5[,c(1:3, 8, 27)]
sp6<- sp6[,c(1:3, 9, 27)]
sp7<- sp7[,c(1:3, 10,27)]
sp8<- sp8[,c(1:3, 11,27)]
sp9<- sp9[,c(1:3, 12,27)]
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sp10<sp11<sp12<sp13<sp14<sp15<sp16<sp17<sp18<sp19<sp20<sp21<sp22<-

sp10[,c(1:3,
sp11[,c(1:3,
sp12[,c(1:3,
sp13[,c(1:3,
sp14[,c(1:3,
sp15[,c(1:3,
sp16[,c(1:3,
sp17[,c(1:3,
sp18[,c(1:3,
sp19[,c(1:3,
sp20[,c(1:3,
sp21[,c(1:3,
sp22[,c(1:3,

13,27)]
14,27)]
15,27)]
16,27)]
17,27)]
18,27)]
19,27)]
20,27)]
21,27)]
22,27)]
23,27)]
24,27)]
25,27)]}

#rename each species column to “sp” for easier column naming (apply to all columns)
names(sp1)[4]<- "sp"
#rename average DBH column to DBH (apply to all columns)
names(sp1)[3]<- "DBH"
#combine all dataframes together
FVS2<-Reduce(function(x,y) mrg (x,y), list(
sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4, sp5,sp6, sp7, sp8, sp9, sp10, sp11, sp12, sp13, sp14, sp15, sp16,
sp17, sp18, sp19, sp20, sp21, sp22))
#rename column names for easier treelist exporting
names(FVS2)[1]<- "Plot"
names(FVS2)[2]<- "Count"
names(FVS2)[3]<- "DBH"
names(FVS2)[4]<- "total"
FVS2$TREEID<- seq.int(nrow(FVS2))
FVS2$STATUS<- "L"
#output as separate files per plot
#repeat for every plot
PRF003<- filter(FVS2, Plot== "PRF003")
library("WriteXLS")
testPerl(perl= "C:/Perl64/bin/perl5.26.1.exe", verbose= TRUE)
WriteXLS("PRF003", ExcelFileName= "PRF003.xls", perl="C:/Perl64/bin/perl5.26.1.exe")
Thus, these input files were then used to initialize FVSOntario for FVS1 and FVS2.
FVS3 required manipulation of FRI species data along with predicted measures of BA and DBH. Data was
imported in .csvs which had the first column as Plot ID, the second to sixth columns as predicted stem frequency
(rather than density for the purposes of this code; however, the end result is the same) for each size class. The
following six columns contained the average DBH extracted from BA/SDD. FRI data was then manually added to
the same .csv and was in the following column pattern: dominant species, most dominant species percent, second
most dominant species name, second species percent, and so on until species 8, for a total of 28 columns. Data was
in deciles (i.e., 10 percent increments). This file is referred to as the input, “populatetreelists.csv”. A second input
was “populatetreelists_fvs3-2.csv” which simply replaced columns of average DBH to columns of mid-range DBH
values based on size-class ranges. Thus, these values remained consistent down each column (i.e., the same midrange value for different plots).
The following is an example of plot-level FVS3 dataframe for plot-level data.
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library(magrittr)
library(dplyr)
#from the same BA for a given size class according to stem frequency, populate n
number of rows
#apply species equally among size classes
setwd('E:/CLIPPEDTILE2012/')
#change PL to PG and LA to TA before file import
table<-read.csv("populatetreelists.csv")
#try second chen method for replacing SD with just average DBH
table<-read.csv("populatetreelists_fvs3-2.csv")
#get column counts
colnames(table)
head(table)
#all
sapling<-data.frame(table$Plot, table$stemcount, table$stemcount1, table[,13:28])
inc_cols<- grep('^percent', colnames(sapling), value= TRUE)
indx <- grep('percent', colnames(sapling))
#multiple stem count by species proportions
library(data.table)
for(j in indx){
set(sapling, i=NULL, j=j, value=sapling[[j]]*sapling[['table.stemcount']])
}
head(sapling)
sapling<- sapling %>% mutate_at(vars(starts_with("percent")), funs(round(., 0)))
{sp1<-setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:percent), sapling]
sp1[percent == 0] <- NA
sp1<-na.omit(sp1, invert= FALSE)
sp2<-setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:percent.1), sapling]
sp2[percent.1 == 0] <- NA
sp2<-na.omit(sp2, invert= FALSE)
sp3<- setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:percent.2), sapling]
sp3[percent.2 == 0] <- NA
sp3<-na.omit(sp3, invert= FALSE)
sp4<-setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:percent.3), sapling]
sp4[percent.3 == 0] <- NA
sp4<-na.omit(sp4, invert= FALSE)
sp5<-setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:percent.4), sapling]
sp5[percent.4 == 0] <- NA
sp5<-na.omit(sp5, invert= FALSE)
sp6<-setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:percent.5), sapling]
sp6[percent.5 == 0] <- NA
sp6<-na.omit(sp6, invert= FALSE)
sp7<-setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:percent.6), sapling]
sp7[percent.6 == 0] <- NA
sp7<-na.omit(sp7, invert= FALSE)
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sp8<-setDT(sapling)[,.(SP=1:percent.7), sapling]
sp8[percent.7 == 0] <- NA
sp8<-na.omit(sp8, invert= FALSE)}
#delete excess rows first
#so ill have table.Plot, table.saplingstemcount, table.Sapling, and sp column of
corresponding sp. delete the rest of the columns.
#making new DFs that have only one species
{sp1<- sp1[,1:4]
sp2<- sp2[,c(1:3, 6)]
sp3<- sp3[,c(1:3, 8)]
sp4<- sp4[,c(1:3, 10)]
sp5<- sp5[,c(1:3, 12)]
sp6<- sp6[,c(1:3, 14)]
sp7<- sp7[,c(1:3, 16)]
sp8<- sp8[,c(1:3, 18)]}
#CHANGE TO SPECIES AFTER MERGE. fvs doesnt like "sp"
{names(sp1)[4]<- "sp"
names(sp2)[4]<- "sp"
names(sp3)[4]<- "sp"
names(sp4)[4]<- "sp"
names(sp5)[4]<- "sp"
names(sp6)[4]<- "sp"
names(sp7)[4]<- "sp"
names(sp8)[4]<- "sp"}
#sp1<-names(sp1$sp1)<-"sp"
head(sp8)
library(lessR)
install.packages("lessR", dependencies = TRUE)
install.packages("stringi")
install.packages("jsonlite")
FVS3<-Reduce(function(x,y) mrg (x,y), list(
sp1,sp2, sp3, sp4, sp5, sp6, sp7,sp8))
FVS3
head(FVS3)
write.csv(FVS3, "fvs3allcsv")
#output each file individually
FVS3<-as.data.frame(FVS3)
#rename column names for easier treelist exporting
names(FVS3)[1]<- "Plot"
names(FVS3)[2]<- "Count"
names(FVS3)[3]<- "DBH"
names(FVS3)[4]<- "species"
names(FVS3)[7]<-"status"
names(FVS3)[6]<-"TREEID"
FVS3$TREEID<- seq.int(nrow(FVS3))
FVS3$STATUS<- "L"
#sort by table.plot
FVS3<-FVS3[order(FVS3$Plot),]
tail(FVS3)
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FVS3
#output as separate files per plot
PRF003<- filter(FVS2, Plot== "PRF003")
library("WriteXLS")
testPerl(perl= "C:/Perl64/bin/perl5.26.1.exe", verbose= TRUE)
WriteXLS("PRF003", ExcelFileName= "PRF003.xls", perl="C:/Perl64/bin/perl5.26.1.exe")
Thus, these input files were then used to initialize FVSOntario for FVS3 and FVS3-2.
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Appendix 5.6
FRI and inventory data reconciling
Table 5.6.1: PRF and FRI polygons reconciled
Plot ID
FRI Polygon ID used based on majority
PRF37
FRI252
PRF079
FRI121
PRF148*
Average of FRI334/FRI335
PRF153
FRI121
PRF186
FRI23
PRF217
FRI466
As 148 overlapped two polygons equally, the average of PW 90 PR 10, 335 and PW 70 PR 20 PT 10, was
changed to PW 80, PR 15, PT 5, where the value following species codes corresponds to a percentage.
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Appendix 5.7
Carbon.key text file used to initialize growth projections (constant mortality)
The following text file was used to initialize FVS carbon projections using the automated interface
described previously. Bolded text indicates where constant mortality can be replaced with species-specific
mortality, which is listed below:
SCREEN
TREELIST
0
BAMAX
999
*SDIMAX
900
*MORTMULT
1
FIXMORT
0
PW
FIXMORT
0
SW
FIXMORT
0
BF
FIXMORT
0
RN
FIXMORT
0
OR
FIXMORT
0
MR
FIXMORT
0
PT
FIXMORT
0
PG
FIXMORT
0
SB
FIXMORT
0
MH
FIXMORT
0
BW
FIXMORT
0
BE
FIXMORT
0
BY
FIXMORT
0
BD
FIXMORT
0
AB
FIXMORT
0
HE
FIXMORT
0
IW
FIXMORT
0
EW
FIXMORT
0
TA
FIXMORT
0
AW
FIXMORT
0
PJ
FIXMORT
0
CE
INVYEAR
2012
TIMEINT
0
1
NUMCYCLE
10

1

0.018
0.015
0.035
0.003
0.005
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015

The original constant mortality key follows below, with the possible replacement again bolded:
*> This keyword file was built using the Silviculture Prognosis Interface
*
*> Produce Summary File
*
ECHOSUM
*
*> Run ID = carbon, Projection Length = 50 years, Increment Step: Initial = 5,
* and others = 5 years, Run Description = test carbon report
*
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STDIDENT
carbon
test carbon report
*
*> Report a copy of the results to SCREEN
*
SCREEN
TREELIST
0
1
BAMAX
999
*SDIMAX
900
*MORTMULT
1
5.9
FIXMORT
0
0.004
INVYEAR
2012
TIMEINT
0
1
NUMCYCLE
10
*
*> Call the FFE to print the carbon, fuel and snag reports
*
FMIN
CARBREPT
FUELOUT
SNAGOUT
SNAGSUM
CARBCALC
1
END
*> Print tree list, cutlist and summary output to work database
*
*DATABASE
*DSNOUT
*"C:\Users\don\Documents\FVSOntario\Data\FVS_Game.mdb"
*Summary
*CutList
*TreeList
*CARBRPTS
*FUELSOUT
*SNAGOUT
*SNAGSUM
*END
*
*
*> Site/Stand info: Forest Type = 915, Age = 100
* Species = 1, Site Index = 18.29
*
STDINFO
915
100
SITECODE
1 18.29
*
*> Existing Stand: Inventory Design - Year = 2000,
* BAF = 0(sq.m/ha), Plot Area = 1(ha),
* # plots = , DBH breakpoint btn fixed & prism plots = (cm) DBH
*
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* Treelist = C:\Users\don\Documents\FVSOntario\Work\Jackpine.tre
*
DESIGN
-1
1
0
ESTAB
2012
*STOCKADJ
-1
END
TREEFMT
(I4,T1,I7,F6.0,I1,A3,F5.1,F4.1,F5.1,F5.1,F5.1,I1,I2,I2,I2,I2,I2,I2,I1,I1,
I2,I3,I3,I1,I1,F3.0)
*
*> Gross Merchantable Volume limits have been specified for the following species:
*
Pj - Jack pine (natural),Jp - Planted Jack pine,Sb - Black spruce (natural),Bp - Planted Black spruce,Sw White spruce (natural),Sp - Planted White spruce,Bf - Balsam fir,Bw - White birch,Pt - Trembling aspen,Pb Balsam poplar,Pg - Largetooth aspen,Ce - Northern white cedar,Ta - Tamarack,Ab - Black ash,Pw - White pine
(natural),Wp - Planted White pine,Rn - Red pine (natural),Rp - Planted red pine,He - Eastern hemlock,Sn - Norway
spruce,Ps - Scotch pine,Mh - Sugar maple,Mr - Red maple,Be - American beech,By - Yellow birch,Or - Red oak,Cb
- Black cherry,Iw - Ironwood,Ew - American elm,Bd - Basswood,Aw - White ash,Cp - Pin cherry,Ar - Green
ash,Cw - Cottonwood,Mv - Silver maple,Es - Slippery elm,Er - Rock elm,Mb - Black maple,Ow - White oak,Op Swamp white oak,Ob - Burr oak,Oc - Chinkapin oak,Bo - Black oak,Pn - Pin oak,Hb - Bitternut hickory,Hp - Pignut
hickory,Hu - Shagbark hickory,Bt - Butternut,Wb - Black walnut,Lb - Black locust,Mm - Boxelder,Ms - Striped
maple,Mt - Mountain maple,Bb - American hornbeam,Ca - American chestnut,Bh - Hackberry,Df - Flowering
dogwood,Ht - Hawthorn,Ml - Apple species,Gb - Blackgum,Sy - Sycamore,Cc - Choke cherry,Pl - White plum,Wi Willow,Wi - Black willow,Wi - Diamond willow,Ss - Sassafras,Am - Mountain ash,Cr - Eastern red cedar,So Other softwoods,Ch - Commercial hardwoods,Nc - Non-commercial hardwoods; Click 'Edit' to see details
*
* Keyword Field Descriptions
*
Species# Min DBH Top Diam Stump Ht
VOLUME
1
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
69
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
9
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
72
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
6
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
71
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
8
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
43
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
41
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
42
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
40
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
11
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
10
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
15
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
5
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
70
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
3
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
4
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
12
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
7
0
10
30
8
VOLUME
2
0
10
30
8
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VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME

26
19
28
24
34
20
47
21
25
29
61
16
17
18
22
23
27
30
31
32
33
35
36
37
38
39
45
46
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
14
13

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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VOLUME
VOLUME

44
49

0
0

10
10

30
30

8
8

*TIMEINT
5
*TIMEINT
0
4
*NUMCYCLE
10
*
*> Define the cutlist file
*
*CUTLIST
0
55
1
*OPEN
55
*C:\Users\don\DOCUME~1\FVSONT~1\Work\carbon.cut
*
*> Numeric species code (Species#) key
*
* Species# Ontario Species Code
*
*
1 Pj - Jack pine (natural)
*
69 Jp - Planted Jack pine
*
9 Sb - Black spruce (natural)
*
72 Bp - Planted Black spruce
*
6 Sw - White spruce (natural)
*
71 Sp - Planted White spruce
*
8 Bf - Balsam fir
*
43 Bw - White birch
*
41 Pt - Trembling aspen
*
42 Pb - Balsam poplar
*
40 Pg - Largetooth aspen
*
11 Ce - Northern white cedar
*
10 Ta - Tamarack
*
15 Ab - Black ash
*
5 Pw - White pine (natural)
*
70 Wp - Planted White pine
*
3 Rn - Red pine (natural)
*
4 Rp - Planted red pine
*
12 He - Eastern hemlock
*
7 Sn - Norway spruce
*
2 Ps - Scotch pine
*
26 Mh - Sugar maple
*
19 Mr - Red maple
*
28 Be - American beech
*
24 By - Yellow birch
*
34 Or - Red oak
*
20 Cb - Black cherry
*
47 Iw - Ironwood
*
21 Ew - American elm
*
25 Bd - Basswood
*
29 Aw - White ash
*
61 Cp - Pin cherry
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*
16 Ar - Green ash
*
17 Cw - Cottonwood
*
18 Mv - Silver maple
*
22 Es - Slippery elm
*
23 Er - Rock elm
*
27 Mb - Black maple
*
30 Ow - White oak
*
31 Op - Swamp white oak
*
32 Ob - Burr oak
*
33 Oc - Chinkapin oak
*
35 Bo - Black oak
*
36 Pn - Pin oak
*
37 Hb - Bitternut hickory
*
38 Hp - Pignut hickory
*
39 Hu - Shagbark hickory
*
45 Bt - Butternut
*
46 Wb - Black walnut
*
48 Lb - Black locust
*
50 Mm - Boxelder
*
51 Ms - Striped maple
*
52 Mt - Mountain maple
*
53 Bb - American hornbeam
*
54 Ca - American chestnut
*
55 Bh - Hackberry
*
56 Df - Flowering dogwood
*
57 Ht - Hawthorn
*
58 Ml - Apple species
*
59 Gb - Blackgum
*
60 Sy - Sycamore
*
62 Cc - Choke cherry
*
63 Pl - White plum
*
64 Wi - Willow
*
65 Wi - Black willow
*
66 Wi - Diamond willow
*
67 Ss - Sassafras
*
68 Am - Mountain ash
*
14 Cr - Eastern red cedar
*
13 So - Other softwoods
*
44 Ch - Commercial hardwoods
*
49 Nc - Non-commercial hardwoods
*
PROCESS
STOP
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Appendix 5.8
Measures of evaluation for SDD, SD, and BA
R2 was calculated from cross-validation as:
(1) 𝑅2 = 1 −

𝑆𝑆𝐸
𝑆𝑆𝑇

where SSE, or Sum of Squared Errors, is the sum of the squared differences between observed and predicted values
(i.e., explained variation). SST is Total Sum of Squares, or the predicted value subtracted from the average actual
value (i.e., total variation).
rRMSE is the relative RMSE. This metric is divided by the mean of observed values:
̂2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑦−𝑦)

(2) 𝑟𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 = √

∕ y̅

𝑛

Where where y is the observed value, ŷ is the predicted value, 𝒏 is the number of observations, and y̅ is the
mean of observed values.
Scaled Root Mean Square Distance (sRMSD; Stage & Crookson, 2007) was used to compare accuracy
across size classes. It is interpreted as RMSE scaled by the standard deviation of observed values, producing a value
between 0 and 1:
̂2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑦−𝑦)

(3) 𝑠𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 = √

𝑛

∕ 𝜎𝑦

where y is the observed value, ŷ is the predicted value, 𝒏 is the number of observations, and σy is the standard
deviation of observed values. Shang et al. (2017) give reasoning for sRMSD, in that predictive accuracy can be
measured against the overall dispersion (i.e. standard deviation) of the response, rather than the mean (i.e., relative
RMSE; rRMSE). rRMSE would provide optimistic measures of accuracy when the variance of the data is much
smaller than the mean (Shang et al., 2017).
BEI is written as such:
̂
∑𝑘
𝑖=1|𝑓𝑖 −𝑓𝑖 |
𝑛

+

̂
∑𝑘
𝑖=1|𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖 |
̂
𝑛

)⁄
2
where fi is the observed number of stems in class i, k is the total number of classes, and 𝑓̂ is the predicted number of
stems in class i. n represents the observed total number of stems across all size classes, and 𝑛̂ represents the total
predicted number of stems across all size classes. BEI was developed to address issues with previous iterations of
an error index for SDD, as it effectively limits the index between 0 and 1, does not penalize based on incorrect
prediction of stem density, and is not reliant on wood volume, stem density, or dollar value (Shang et al., 2017).
The following code generates these measures of accuracy for RF predictions by comparing the crossvalidated results with the initial outputs. In this example, the column “stemdensity$badensity” i.e., the initial
prediction, is compared with the cross-validated “result$predicted”, i.e., the cross-validated values described in
Appendix 5.4.
(4) 𝐵𝐸𝐼 =

(

library(Metrics)
#Get R2
R2 <- 1 - (sum((stemdensity$badensityresult$predicted[[1]])^2)/sum((stemdensity$badensity-mean(stemdensity$badensity))^2))
#RMSE
RMSE(stemdensity$badensity,x5)
#sRMSD
RMSE(stemdensity$badensity,x5)/sd(stemdensity[,1]))
#Bias
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bias<- (sum(result$predicted-stemdensity$badensity))/sum(stemdensity$badensity)*100
BEI takes in individual size class predictions and outputs values for each size class. The columns are
arranged such that the four observed size classes are on the left of the input dataframe, and the four predicted size
classes are on the right. Stem density predictions are excluded from this calculation.
#Balanced Error Index
iei = function (pred){
# refy can be extracted from the pred object
#refy = pred[,(ncol(pred)/2+1):ncol(pred)]
refy=pred[,c(2,3,4,5)]
# predy represents predicted # of stems to simplify the equation
#predy = pred[,(1:ncol(refy))]
predy = pred[,c(6,7,8,9)]
# Initialize an empty vector for output purpose
plot.ei = -1
rplot.ei = -1
eplot.ei = -1
for (i in 1:nrow(pred)){
plot.ei[i] = sum(abs(predy[i,]-refy[i,]))/sum(predy[i,])
rplot.ei[i] = sum(abs(predy[i,]-refy[i,]))/sum(refy[i,])
# Use the average between the 2 above assessments as an indicator
eplot.ei[i] = (plot.ei[i] + rplot.ei[i])/2
}
eplot.ei
}
bei = function(imputed){
mean(iei(imputed))
}
iei(pred)
bei(pred)

References:
Shang, C., Treitz, P., Caspersen, J., & Jones, T. (2017). Estimating stem diameter distributions in a management
context for a tolerant hardwood forest using ALS height and intensity data. Canadian Journal of Remote
Sensing, 43(1), 79-94.
Stage, A. R., & Crookston, N. L. (2007). Partitioning error components for accuracy-assessment of near-neighbor
methods of imputation. Forest Science, 53(1), 62-72.
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Appendix 5.9
Obtaining and evaluating carbon stock and accumulation
Carbon stocks were extracted by building new dataframes in R from extracted raw carbon values from .csv
outputs as per Appendix 5.1. The following example is for one dataframe (plot level dataframe carbon), and was
applied to all instances of model-generated outputs. The dataframe “forestypes” is simply two columns, the first
being Plot ID, and the second, corresponding forest type (e.g., “PIN”).
library(reshape2)
library(ggpubr)
library(caret)
library(equivalence)
library(dplyr)
library(grid)
library(ggplot2)
library(gridExtra)
fvs1all<- read.csv("fvs1all.csv")
fvs2allavg<- read.csv("fvs2allavg.csv")
fvs2allag<- read.csv("fvs2allag.csv")
fvs32allavg<- read.csv("fvs32allavg.csv")
fvs32allag<- read.csv("fvs32allag.csv")
fvs3normalallag<- read.csv("fvs3normalallag.csv")
fvs3normalallavg<- read.csv("fvs3normalallavg.csv")
foresttypes<- read.csv("foresttypes.csv")
#constant mortality
#join fvs2avg
all<-left_join(fvs1all,fvs2allavg, by=c("identify","V1"))
all$V2.y[is.na(all$V2.y)] <- 0
#join fvs2allag
all<-left_join(all, fvs2allag, by=c("identify","V1"))
all$V2[is.na(all$V2)] <- 0
#join fvs3chen
all<-left_join(all, fvs32allavg, by=c("identify","V1"))
all$V2.y.y[is.na(all$V2.y.y)] <- 0
#join fvs3chen
all<-left_join(all, fvs32allag, by=c("identify","V1"))
all$V2[is.na(all$V2)] <- 0
#join fvs3normalavg
all<-left_join(all, fvs3normalallavg, by=c("identify","V1"))
all$V2.y.y.y[is.na(all$V2.y.y.y)] <- 0
#join fvs3normalag
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all<-left_join(all, fvs3normalallag, by=c("identify","V1"))
all$V2[is.na(all$V2)] <- 0
#extract only carbon values and year,
allnew<-all[,c(2:4,6,8,10,12,14,16)]
names(allnew)<-c("year", "fvs1all", "plotnum", "fvs2allavg","fvs2allag",
"fvs32allavg", "fvs32allag", "fvs3normalallavg", "fvs3normallallag")
head(allnew)
#do if foresttypes necessary
allnew<-merge(allnew, foresttypes, by.x ="plotnum", by.y= "Plot")
#2016 rename to merge
allout2016[,2]<-"2016"
allnew$year<-as.character(allnew$year)
names(allout2016)<-c("id","year","allout2016", "plotnum")
allnew<-left_join(allnew, allout2016, by=c("plotnum","year"))
head(allnew)
#robinson preprocessing
#at year 2012
carbonacc<-filter(allnew, year=="2012")
Then, whichever validation test was being used would replace one of the model columns with the column name
“predicted”, like so:
names(carbonacc)[3]<-"actual" #fvs1
head(carbonacc)
This output dataframe could be used to validate accumulation using nonparametric testing, described in the
following appendix.
Carbon accumulation was extracted by building new dataframes in R, similar to carbon stocks. The overall
purpose of this code was used to subtract one year from another for a given model to obtain accumulation rather
than stocks. The following is an example for plot-level constant mortality for 2012-2016 accumulation. The same
code can be used for comparing 2012-2021, save for the columns filtering “2021” and “2012” in these comparisons,
rather than “2016” and “2012”, as shown here.
library(reshape2)
library(ggpubr)
library(caret)
library(equivalence)
library(dplyr)
library(grid)
library(ggplot2)
library(gridExtra)
fvs1all<- read.csv("fvs1all.csv")
fvs2allavg<- read.csv("fvs2allavg.csv")
fvs2allag<- read.csv("fvs2allag.csv")
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fvs32allavg<- read.csv("fvs32allavg.csv")
fvs32allag<- read.csv("fvs32allag.csv")
fvs3normalallag<- read.csv("fvs3normalallag.csv")
fvs3normalallavg<- read.csv("fvs3normalallavg.csv")
#constant mortality
# ID column
carbonacc<-fvs1all%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(identify)
#actual
carbonacc[,2]<-allout2016$V2-fvs1all%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
head(carbonacc)
#predicted
carbonacc[,3]<-fvs1all%>%filter(V1=="2016")%>%select(V2)fvs1all%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
carbonacc[,4]<-fvs2allavg%>%filter(V1=="2016")%>%select(V2)fvs2allavg%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
carbonacc[,5]<-fvs2allag%>%filter(V1=="2016")%>%select(V2)fvs2allag%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
carbonacc[,6]<-fvs3normalallavg%>%filter(V1=="2016")%>%select(V2)fvs3normalallavg%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
carbonacc[,7]<-fvs3normalallag%>%filter(V1=="2016")%>%select(V2)fvs3normalallag%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
carbonacc[,8]<-fvs3chenallavg%>%filter(V1=="2016")%>%select(V2)fvs3chenallavg%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
carbonacc[,9]<-fvs3chenallag%>%filter(V1=="2016")%>%select(V2)fvs3chenallag%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
names(carbonacc)<-c("identify", "2016",
"actual", "fvs2avg","fvs2ag", "fvs3normalavg", "fvs3normalag",
"fvs3chenallavg", "fvs3chenallag")
Thus, this output dataframe could be used to validate accumulation using equivalence testing.
Next, the Robinson test of equivalence was performed for both stock and accumulation. The following is
based on a dataframe where each column represents values of carbon stock or accumulation for a particular year for
a given model. The “actual” column represents the validation data. The variables defined represent the model being
compared.
#lidar to lidar comparisons biomass plot level average
set.seed(123)
FVS2ALLAg = equiv.boot(carbonacc$actual, carbonacc[,5])
#fvs3normalallavg
set.seed(123)
fvs3normalallavg = equiv.boot(carbonacc$actual, carbonacc[,8])
#fvs3normalallag
set.seed(123)
fvs3normalallag = equiv.boot(carbonacc$actual, carbonacc[,9])
#FVS3chenallavg
set.seed(123)
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FVS3chenallavg = equiv.boot(carbonacc$actual, carbonacc[,6])
#fvs3chenallag
set.seed(123)
fvs3chenallag = equiv.boot(carbonacc$actual, carbonacc[,7])
To obtain graphical outputs from the Robinson test, we used code authored by Patrick Fekety, MSc
(Patrick.Fekety@colostate.edu). The scripts were used with explicit written permission from the author. The script
builds graphs based on the output of the Robinson test via the function equiv.boot in the equivalence package from
the Robinson test script appendix.
#Function to obtain relevant outputs from equiv.boot
prepBS <- function(BS){
#get the rs.b0 and ci.b0
rs.b0.low <- BS$rs.b0[1]
rs.b0.high <- BS$rs.b0[2]
ci.b0.low <- BS$ci.b0[1]
ci.b0.high <- BS$ci.b0[2]
#get the rs.b1 and ci.b1
rs.b1.low <- BS$rs.b1[1]
rs.b1.high <- BS$rs.b1[2]
ci.b1.low <- BS$ci.b1[1]
ci.b1.high <- BS$ci.b1[2]
return(c(rs.b0.low,rs.b0.high,ci.b0.low,ci.b0.high,
rs.b1.low,rs.b1.high,ci.b1.low,ci.b1.high))
}
###Create a data frame of the confidence intervals
#lidar to lidar biomass 2012 aggregate
BS_Summary_BA_Live <- matrix(nrow=5, ncol=9)
colnames(BS_Summary_BA_Live) <- c("Model", "rs.b0.low", "rs.b0.high", "ci.b0.low",
"ci.b0.high",
"rs.b1.low", "rs.b1.high", "ci.b1.low", "ci.b1.high")
BS_Summary_BA_Live[5,1]
BS_Summary_BA_Live[4,1]
BS_Summary_BA_Live[3,1]
BS_Summary_BA_Live[2,1]
BS_Summary_BA_Live[1,1]

<<<<<-

BS_Summary_BA_Live[5,2:9]
BS_Summary_BA_Live[4,2:9]
BS_Summary_BA_Live[3,2:9]
BS_Summary_BA_Live[2,2:9]
BS_Summary_BA_Live[1,2:9]
BS_Summary_BA_Live

"FVS2 Average"
"FVS3 Average"
"FVS3 Aggregate"
"FVS3-2 Average"
"FVS3-2 Aggregate"

<<<<<-

prepBS(FVS2ALLAvG)
prepBS(fvs3normalallavg)
prepBS(fvs3normalallag)
prepBS(FVS3chenallavg)
prepBS(fvs3chenallag)

#plot the data (bias)
plot(x=0,y=0,xlim=c(-0.5,.5),ylim=c(0,8.5), xlab="", ylab="", type="n", bty="n",
yaxt="n")
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for(i in 1:nrow(BS_Summary_BA_Live)){
polygon(y=c(i-0.4,i+0.4,i+0.4,i-0.4),
x=BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,c("rs.b0.low","rs.b0.low","rs.b0.high","rs.b0.high")],
col="grey80", border=NA)
#plot the CI (as lines)
lines(x=BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,c("ci.b0.low","ci.b0.high")], y=c(i,i)) #base CI
line
lines(x=BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,c("ci.b0.low","ci.b0.low")], y=c(i-0.3,i+0.3))
#Lower CI line
lines(x=BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,c("ci.b0.high","ci.b0.high")], y=c(i-0.3,i+0.3))
#Lower CI line
#Check for equivalence
LCI <- as.numeric(BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,"ci.b0.low"]) >=
as.numeric(BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,"rs.b0.low"])
UCI <- as.numeric(BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,"ci.b0.high"]) <=
as.numeric(BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,"rs.b0.high"])
result <- ifelse(LCI==TRUE & UCI==TRUE, "Equivalent", "Not equivalent")
mtext(text=result, at=i, side=4, outer=F, las=1, cex=0.9)
}
axis(side=2, at=c(1:4), labels=c(BS_Summary_BA_Live[,"Model"]),col="white", las=1,
font=2)
#mtext for plot level
mtext(text="Bias", side=3, outer=FALSE, cex=1, las=1, font=1, line=1)
#plot proportionality on same graph
#changed xlim to -0.5
par(mar = c(5, 3,2,7))# panel margins
#2016/accumulation use this plot
plot(x=0,y=0,xlim=c(-0.5,2),ylim=c(0,8.5), xlab="", ylab="", type="n", bty="n",
yaxt="n")
for(i in 1:nrow(BS_Summary_BA_Live)){
polygon(y=c(i-0.4,i+0.4,i+0.4,i-0.4),
x=BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,c("rs.b1.low","rs.b1.low","rs.b1.high","rs.b1.high")],
col="grey80", border=NA)
#plot the CI (as lines)
lines(x=BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,c("ci.b1.low","ci.b1.high")], y=c(i,i)) #base CI
line
lines(x=BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,c("ci.b1.low","ci.b1.low")], y=c(i-0.3,i+0.3))
#Lower CI line
lines(x=BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,c("ci.b1.high","ci.b1.high")], y=c(i-0.3,i+0.3))
#Lower CI line
#Check for equivalence
LCI <- BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,"ci.b1.low"] >= BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,"rs.b1.low"]
UCI <- BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,"ci.b1.high"] <=
BS_Summary_BA_Live[i,"rs.b1.high"]
result <- ifelse(LCI==TRUE & UCI==TRUE, "Equivalent", "Not equivalent")
mtext(text=result, at=i, side=4, outer=F, las=1, cex=0.9)
}
#for plot level
mtext(text="Proportionality", side=3, outer=FALSE, cex=1, las=1, font=1, line=1)
#mtext for sizeclasses
mtext(text="Proportionality", side=3, outer=FALSE, cex=1, las=1, font=1, line=-5)
dev.off()
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Thus, this code generated graphs of equivalence that were then used to interpret carbon stock and
accumulation differences between the different models.
We also generated accuracy measures. The following code is for generating measures of evaluation for
carbon stocks and accumulation on a size-class level. “Actual” is defined as the output FVS1 carbon stock file from
Appendix 5.1, and filtered to the particular year for biomass. “Predicted” is always a LiDAR-based model. The code
filters the column for the particular year (“V1”) and then outputs the values of carbon (“V2”).
#compare fvs12012all initial biomass
actual<-fvs1all%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
actual<-fvs1medplus%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
actual<-fvs1smallsaw%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
actual<-fvs1polewood%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
actual<-fvs1sapling%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
#2012 biomass
predicted<-fvs2allag%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
predicted<-fvs2allavg%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
predicted<-fvs3normalallag%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
predicted<-fvs3normalallavg%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
predicted<-fvs3chenallag%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
predicted<-fvs3chenallavg%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
Then we calculated RMSE, R, and bias.
#identify column within list
RMSE(predicted$V2,actual$V2)
#relative rmse
RMSE(predicted$V2,actual$V2)/mean(actual[,1])*100
#smrsd
RMSE(predicted$V2,actual$V2)/sd(actual[,1])*100
cor(actual, predicted)
#bias
bias<- (sum(predicted$V2-actual$V2))/sum(actual$V2)*100
The following code is for generating measures of evaluation for carbon accumulation on for a plot-level
model for 2012-2016.
biomass2012<-fvs1all%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
predicted<-fvs1all%>%filter(V1=="2016")%>%select(V2)fvs1all%>%filter(V1=="2012")%>%select(V2)
#actual delta change
actual<-allout2016$V2-biomass2012
Then we calculated RMSE, R, and bias using slightly different parameters than for stock.
#identify column within list
RMSE(carbonacc1$predicted, carbonacc1$actual)
#relative rmse
RMSE(carbonacc1$predicted,carbonacc1$actual)/mean(carbonacc1$actual)*100
#smrsd
RMSE(carbonacc1$predicted,carbonacc1$actual)/sd(carbonacc1$actual)*100
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cor(carbonacc1$actual, carbonacc1$predicted)
#bias
bias<- (sum(carbonacc1$predicted-carbonacc1$actual))/sum(carbonacc1$actual)*100
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Appendix 5.10
BA, SD, and SDD important metrics
Generally, different variables were selected as important for each size class and for each model. For the
BA_dist and SDD/SD models, a mix of intensity and height-based metrics were selected as being important for
smaller size classes, however, were not selected for small sawlogs, medium and above, or the Plot BA_dist model.
Across all size classes, the number of important predictor metrics generally decreased moving from saplings to the
plot level model (nMetrics BA_dist= 7, 8,4, 5, 5, respectively). For both SDD and BA_dist, we generally observed a
larger proportion of metrics needed to predict saplings and polewoods (n=7 and 8, respectively) compared to n Metrics
SDD= 6 for small sawlogs, 4 for medium and above sawlogs, and 4 for SD. The strongest predictors for BA_dist
included the 95th percentile of height, % of all returns above the mean, % all returns above 2, median height, and
50th percentile intensity (%IncMSE= 20.35, 19.57, 19.49, 18.28, and 17.33). Median height, percentage of all returns
above 2, standard deviation of height, 50th percentile of intensity, and the ratio of all returns above the mean as a
proportion of total first returns were important for predicting SDD/SD (%IncMSE= 20.71, 18.66, 18.35, 14.73, and
14.62).
Table 5.10.1: Important metrics for predicting BA in sapling size class
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

50th Percentile Intensity

10.87

Standard Deviation of Height

10.57

Variance of Height

8.51

Modal Intensity

7.97

Ratio of All.returns.above.mean/ Total.first.returns

5.48

95th Percentile Intensity

4.01

Median Intensity

2.02

Table 5.10.2: Important metrics for predicting BA in polewood size class
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

% All Returns Above Mean

19.57

50th Percentile Intensity

17.33

90th Percentile Height

15.26

Percent of All.returns.above.mode/Total.first.returns

8.92

Coefficient of Variation of Height

7.14

All Returns above 2

6.14

Minimum Height

3.53

% First Returns above Mode

3.15
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Table 5.10.3: Important metrics for predicting BA in small sawlog size class
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

Standard Deviation of Height

13.78

Median Height

10.28

% All Returns above 2

9.35

% All Returns Above Mode

3.96

Table 5.10.4: Important metrics for predicting BA in medium and above sawlog size class
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

95th Percentile Height

20.35

% All Returns above 2

15.05

Median Height

14.5

Standard Deviation of Height

13.19

% All Returns Above Mode

1.21

Table 5.10.5: Important metrics for predicting BA at the plot level
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

% All Returns above 2

19.49

Median Height

18.28

95th Percentile Height

13.14

Standard Deviation of Height

8.61

% All Returns above Mode

2.56

Table 5.10.6: Important metrics for predicting SDD at the sapling size class
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

Mean intensity

10.01

Percentage first returns above 2

9.33

Intensity variation

8.91

ICV

8.59

(All returns above mean / Total first returns)*100

8.04

th

80 percentile of height

7.98

Modal intensity

7.77
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Table 5.10.7: Important metrics for predicting SDD at the polewood size class
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

th

50 percentile intensity

14.73

(All returns above mean / Total first returns)*100

14.62

All returns above 2

7.58

HCV

7.58

Maximum intensity

5.25

Percentage first returns above mode

5.02

(All returns above 2 / Total first returns)*100

4.89

Minimum height

2.63

Table 5.10.8: Important metrics for predicting SDD at the small sawlog size class
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

Standard deviation of height

11.99

95th percentile of height

9.97

Median height

9.31

Percentage of all returns above 2

8.99

Percentage all returns above mode

3.51

First returns above mode

3.49

Table 5.10.9: Important metrics for predicting SDD at the medium and above size class
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

Median height

20.71

Percentage all returns above 2

18.66

Standard deviation of height

18.35

Percentage all returns above mode

1.54

Table 5.10.10: Important metrics for predicting SD at the plot level
Metric Selected

%INCMSE

Percentage all returns above 2

11.96

Standard deviation of height

10.97

Median height
Percentage all returns above mode

10.9
6.8
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Appendix 5.11
Equivalent carbon stocks to validation data at the plot level
A)

B)

Figure 5.11.1: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon stocks across model types for
year 2016, at (a) constant and (b) species-specific mortality
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Appendix 5.12
Equivalent carbon stocks to validation data at the size-class level

Figure 5.12.1: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon stocks across model types for
year 2016 (medium plus size class; constant mortality). Species-specific mortality not shown due
to virtually indiscernible differences.

Figure 5.12.2: Actual versus predicted of carbon stocks across model types in 2016 (medium
plus size class; black line is 1-to-1)
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Figure 5.12.3: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon stocks across model types for
year 2016 (small sawlog size class; constant mortality). Species-specific mortality not shown due
to virtually indiscernible differences.

Figure 5.12.4: Actual versus predicted of carbon stocks across model types in 2016 (small
sawlog size class; black line is 1-to-1)

Figure 5.12.5: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon stocks across model types for
year 2016 (polewood size class; species-specific mortality)
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Figure 5.12.6: Actual versus predicted carbon stocks across model types in 2016 (polewood size
class; black line is 1-to-1)
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Appendix 5.13
Equivalent FVS2/FVS3 Average carbon stock predictions at the plot level
A)

B)

C)

Figure 5.13.1: Actual versus predicted carbon stocks across model types to FVS2 Average at (a)
2012, (b) 2016, and (c) at 2021 (constant mortality; black line is 1-to-1)
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Appendix 5.14
Equivalent FVS2/FVS3 carbon stock predictions at the size-class level
A)

B)

C)

Figure 5.14.1: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon stocks across model types to
FVS2 at (a) 2012, (b) 2016, and (c) at year 9 (small sawlogs; constant mortality)
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 5.14.2: Actual versus predicted of carbon stocks across model types to FVS2 at (a) 2012,
(b) 2016, and (c) at year 9 (small sawlogs; constant mortality; black line is 1-to-1)
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 5.14.3: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon stocks across model types to
FVS2 at (a) 2012, (b) 2016, and (c) at year 9 (polewoods; constant mortality)
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 5.14.4: Actual versus predicted carbon stocks across model types to FVS2 at (a) 2012,
(b) 2016, and (c) at year 9 (polewoods; constant mortality; black line is 1-to-1)
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Appendix 5.15
Equivalence Testing for Carbon Stocks by Forest Type
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
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(E)

Figure 5.15.1: Results of equivalence testing of carbon stock at 2016 for (a) PIN, (b) THW, (c)
INT, (d) CU/CL, and (e) MX forest types
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Appendix 5.16
Equivalent FVS2/FVS3 carbon accumulation predictions at the plot level
(A)

(B)

Figure 5.16.1: Actual versus predicted carbon accumulation across model types to FVS2
Average at (a) 2016, and (b) at year 9 (constant mortality; black line is 1-to-1)
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5.16.2: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon accumulation across model
types to FVS2 Aggregate at (a) 2016, and (b) at year 9 (constant mortality)
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Appendix 5.17
Influence of remotely estimated species on LiDAR-initialized carbon
accumulation predictions at the size-class level
(A)

(B)

Figure 5.17.1: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon accumulation across model
types to FVS2 at (a) 2016, and (b) at year 9 (medium and above size class; constant mortality)
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5.17.2: Actual versus predicted carbon accumulation across model types to FVS2 at (a)
2016, and (b) at year 9 (medium and above size class; constant mortality; black line is 1-to-1)
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5.17.3: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon accumulation across model
types to FVS2 at year 9 (small sawlogs; constant mortality)
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5.17.4: Actual versus predicted carbon accumulation across model types to FVS2 at (a)
2016, and (b) at year 9 (small sawlogs; constant mortality; black line is 1-to-1)
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5.17.5: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon accumulation across model
types to FVS2 at (a) 2016, and (b) at year 9 (polewoods; constant mortality)
A)

B)

Figure 5.17.6: Actual versus predicted carbon accumulation across model types to FVS2
Average at (a) 2016, and (b) at year 9 (polewoods; constant mortality; black line is 1-to-1)
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Appendix 5.18
Testing the removal of negative growth

Figure 5.18.1: Observed versus predicted values for carbon accumulation in inventory
projections and LiDAR-based models with removal of negative growth for plot-level (constant
mortality)

Figure 5.18.2: Results of bootstrapped equivalence tests of carbon accumulation across model
types with negative growth removed (constant mortality)
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